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SPECIAL ME, THE BARGAIN
OF A LIFETIME

by Christie DeBernardis
PARIS, KY.-- A plain gray mare standing at 14.2 hands, Special
Me (Unbridled=s Song) isn=t exactly what you picture when you
think blue hen, but with three graded runners to her credit, she
has certainly earned that title. Her accomplishments in the
breeding shed combined with the story of how she came to be,
prove that Special Me has more than lived up to her name.
When breeder and consignor Carrie Brogden first noticed
Special Me, she was a 2-year-old making her third start in a
maiden-claiming event at Laurel in December 2008.
AI=ve been obsessed with Unbridled=s Song mares for a long,
long time,@ Brogden said. AThis was even before Unbridled=s
Song completely exploded as a broodmare sire. Actually, the
first time I spotted [Special Me], she was in a maiden claimer
and I was set to claim her. The trainer I had hired to go claim her
looked at her and said, >Ahhh, she=s like 14.2 [hands]=. He was
like, >She=s teeny tiny, no, no.= So, we did not claim her. I said,
>Well, she is not the physical,= so we passed and she ran
terrible.@
A month later, Brogden and Special Me crossed paths again at
the 2009 Keeneland January Sale. The horsewoman could see
for herself that her trainer was not exaggerating about the
mare=s size, but Brogden could not ignore her gut feeling on the
mare, so she did some more research.
AFast forward and I see her in the Dark Hollow consignment as
a broodmare prospect,@ Brogden said.
Cont. p3

MULTIPLE GRADE I WINNER WORLD OF
TROUBLE RETIRED
Michael Dubb, Madaket Stables and Bethlehem Stables= dualsurface Grade I winner World of Trouble (Kantharos--Meets
Expectations, by Valid Expectations) has been retired from
racing and will enter stud at Hill >n= Dale Farms for the 2020
breeding season, the farm announced Monday. A victor of the
GI Carter H. on dirt and GI Jaipur Invitational S. on turf this year,
the bay retires with a record of 13-9-2-1 and earnings of
$1,263,300.
AHe's the fastest horse I ever owned,@ said Dubb. AMy jaw
dropped every time he raced. He was such an easy horse, as he
could run on anything. He won Grade I races on both dirt and
turf in New York this season, something that probably will not
happen for me ever again. Since we couldn=t make the Breeders=
Cup due to a foot bruise, we decided it=s best for him to start
making babies.@ Cont. p6

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
GLOBAL PARTICIPATION IN STORE AT TATTS
The Tattersalls October Yearling Sale begins its run on
Tuesday with the three-day Book 1 portion at Park Paddocks
in Newmarket. Emma Berry has the preview.
Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe.
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Shane McGrath, Demi O'Byrne & Todd Pletcher peruse yearlings prior to the beginning
of the Tattersalls October Yearling Sale Book 1 which starts Tuesday. It is Pletcher's
first visit to the high-class auction. See Europe p1 for more. | Amy Lynam

A POST-ARC LETTER FROM PARIS

6

Dave Johnson reflects from Paris on a day of “almosts”
at this year’s Arc.

OBS OCTOBER SALE STARTS TUESDAY

8

The Ocala Breeders’ Sales Company’s two-day October Yearlings
Sale begins with a select session Tuesday. The auction features
the first consignment from Colin Brennan.

PEDIGREE AND PALETTE COME ALIKE TO STUEBS
Kris Stuebs is set to be an Artist of the Month for October
in Lexington’s downtown Wills Gallery.

10
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Brogden secured Special Me for just $6,000 and she would
later prove to be the bargain of the century.
(cont. from p1)
AWe bought her for $6,000, my mom, Machmer Hall, [my
AShe comes in the back ring and I am like, >What on earth?=
husband] Craig and I,@ Brogden said, standing outside a large
Here is this big-bodied gray mare with these little, itty, bitty
field at Machmer Hall that houses Special Me and several other
legs,@ Brogden continued. ASo, I talked to David [Hayden] and he
members of her broodmare band. AWe were delighted to get
told me the whole saga of her. She was born six weeks
her for that and she just had to
premature. They did everything
prove that she wasn=t going to
they could to save her and spent
throw herself. She is a triple
a kajillion dollars. They could not
graded stakes producer now. It is
sell her and ended up naming
just kind of amazing to think
her Special Me. Then, she could
about.@
not run.@
Special Me did not take long to
Brogden continued,
prove Brogden=s instincts right.
AMeanwhile, I am thinking, I
Her first foal was a winner and
have seen her family. Her halfher second foal turned out to be
sister was big and beautiful and
MGSW and GISP Stonetastic
[her half-brother] Our New
(Mizzen Mast). A $77,000
Recruit (Alphabet Soup) was big
KEESEP yearling purchase by
and beautiful. I was thinking
Stoneway Farm, the fleet-footed
maybe this mare is genetically
gray went on to win the
normal and it was just an in
Special Me & her 2019 Into Mischief filly | Christie DeBernardis
2014 GII Prioress S. and the
utero nocardioform placentitus
2016 GII Inside Information S. and was second in that year=s
that compromised her. So, I was like well, let=s take a shot on
GI Humana Distaff S. at Churchill Downs. Cont. p4
her.@

Special Me, The Bargain of a Lifetime
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She won a total of eight races and earned $856,062.
AShe was a beautiful, beautiful filly,@ Brogden said with a fond
smile. AShe was one of those things where she ran to her looks.
She wasn=t a super big filly, but she had this monster walk and
beautiful balance and she was just so fast. We enjoyed that ride
so much. Mizzen Mast was a sire that was just very, very good to
us. That was incredible.@

Stonetastic | Coglianese

Special Me produced Stonetastic in 2011 and just two years
later, she would foal another star in Gift Box (Twirling Candy),
though he took a bit longer to peak than his half-sister. A
$135,000 FTKNOV weanling buy for W.S. Farish, the gray started
his career with Chad Brown, earning the >TDN Rising Star=
moniker and garnering a few black-type placings. Privately
purchased by Hronis Racing and transferred to John Sadler, the
6-year-old has found California living very much to his liking,
capturing the Dec. 26 GII San Antonio S. and scoring a gritty
victory over McKinzie (Street Sense) in the GI Santa Anita H.
Apr. 6. Runner-up in the GI Gold Cup at Santa Anita May 27, the
millionaire was most recently fourth in the GII Stephen Foster H.
June 15.
AI was trying to decide where else we would go [with Special
Me stallion-wise] and I went to Lane=s End and saw Twirling
Candy,@ Brogden said. AI thought he was really impressive and
we bred heavily to him in his first crop. Special Me was one of
[the mares we bred to him] and we got Gift Box and we sold him
at Fasig-Tipton=s Night of the Stars. David Ingordo bought him
and he was telling me, >You know, this is a perfect horse for
Sadler. He trained Our New Recruit and he trained Twirling
Candy, and this is a big walker.= So, it is funny that, fast forward
all these years, and he is now with Sadler. Obviously, Chad did a
fantastic job with him, too, but it all kind of came full circle.@
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In 2015, two years after having Gift Box, Special Me produced
her next graded runner in Special Forces (Candy Ride {Arg}). The
$220,000 KEESEP buy has won four of his 15 starts and is dual
graded stakes-placed, finishing second in the GIII Dominion Day S.
June 30 and third in the GIII Seagram Cup S. Aug. 11. The chestnut
was most recently second in the Sept. 9 Presque Isle Mile S.
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Grade I last year, we probably would have kept the Medaglia
filly, but obviously we did not know that he would become such
a superstar as he got older. I mean, maybe she can be a
Saratoga yearling or a Book 1 Keeneland September yearling. I
think that is really appealing. Who doesn=t want a filly out of this
kind of mare?@
The now-13-year-old Special Me has produced a total of 10
foals, eight of whom are of racing age, with four winners, two of
those being multiple graded stakes winners and one with a pair
of graded placings. Brogden sold her first nine foals for a total of
$2.056 million and her four winners have earned a combined
$2,120,170, not too shabby for a $6,000 mare with legs too
short for her body and a lack of ability on the racetrack. Special
Me may not be much to look at, but she is the queen of
Machmer Hall and her impressive breeding record has more
than rewarded Brogden=s faith in her.

Gift Box | Benoit

AHe was just an okay racehorse at first,@ Brogden said.
ASomebody made the astute decision to geld him and ever since,
he has turned into a star.@
Special Me=s now 3-year-old daughter Wamathaat
(Speightstown) summoned $550,000 from Shadwell Farm at the
2017 Keeneland September Sale and was sent to Europe. The
unraced filly was recently purchased by BBA Ireland for
220,000gns at the Tattersalls July Sale. Tracy Farmer purchased
Special Me=s juvenile filly Special Honor (Honor Code) for
$260,000 at KEESEP and she finished third on debut at
Woodbine Aug. 30. The gray mare=s now-yearling filly by
Medaglia d=Oro brought $500,000 from Larry Best=s OXO Equine
at last year=s Fasig-Tipton November Sale.
AMedaglia d=Oro is such a great sire and obviously Larry Best
has had tremendous success with him,@ Brogden said. AShe got
into great hands and with her breeding, no matter what, she is
worth close to what he paid.@
Special Me foaled an Into Mischief filly Mar. 23 of this year and
is now in foal to Quality Road.
AI think we are going to hold onto her for next year,@ Brogden
said of the Into Mischief filly. AI just enjoy having them. I think
we will keep her and see what happens. If Gift Box had won the

Special Me=s 2019 filly by Into Mischief | Christie DeBernardis

ASpecial Me is a triple graded stakes producer, which is so
funny because you look at her and she is this little mare, 14.2
hands and sweet as pie. I mean, you can see her foal is basically
the same size as her. She is just a happy horse out there. She has
never missed a year. She foals easily and gets right back in foal.
It is so funny to me to look at her and be like, >Wow, if I could
tell her all the amazing things her sons and daughters have
done, it would be fantastic.=@
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World of Trouble Retired (cont. from p1)

A POST-ARC LETTER FROM PARIS

Breaking his maiden by 14 lengths in his debut, the Jason
Servis trainee improved steadily as a 3-year-old in 2018,
finishing his campaign with a neck second to eventual champion
turf male Stormy Liberal (Stormy Atlantic) that earned him a 118
Beyer, the highest figure for a sophomore last year. He ran 100+
Beyers in his last seven starts and was victorious in seven of his
last eight starts.

by Dave Johnson
The result of this year's Arc de Triomphe was....."almost."
Because the race, the day, in fact the season, became all about
Enable (GB) (Nathaniel {Ire}), and if the mare could win the
most important single race in the world for the third consecutive
year. The answer was...almost.
A furlong from the line, I thought she was home free. Then
Waldgeist (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) moved as the finish neared. He
was alongside, and with only five strides left of the mile and a
half, he outfinished her and the 10 others to win by a length and
three-quarters.
The post-race scene on the apron, in the stands, in the luxury
boxes and in the press box was subdued. Moving through the
crowd, I felt a pall over a sunlight windy Paris afternoon. More
frowns than smiles. In some cases, despair.
The 73-year-old trainer Andre Fabre knows how to win the big
ones on either side of the Atlantic. He won the 1993
GI Breeders' Cup Classic with Arcangues at 133-1. Sunday, he
took the Arc for a record eighth time.
With a perfectly timed ride,
26-year-old Pierre-Charles Boudot has moved into the spotlight,
but not to answer questions. Both trainer and jockey did not
even attend the post-race press conference.
In the Media Center, the questions and attitude for co-owners
Gestut Ammerland and Dietrich von Boetticher were
celebratory, but after the toast, and without Fabre or Boudot, it
was a quick wrap-up and, >Who do you like in the fifth race?=
So in this aftermath, a few impertinent questions followed:
1. When did the celebratory explosion of winning a race (major
or minor) become the cue for a jockey to show the feeling of
success, like the end-zone football performances or the baseball
curtain call?
Mickael Barzalona began pumping his fist so furiously in the air
before the finish line of Sunday's G1 Gran Criterium, he almost
lost his balance! After The Arc, Boudot waved and threw kisses
for more than half a mile! Was Jean Cruguet the first rider in
America to be such a showman after he won the GI Belmont S.?

World of Trouble | Sarah Andrew

AWith his mind, temperament, disposition and desire, I can=t
wait to breed to World of Trouble myself,@ said Servis. AHe could
run on anything, winning stakes on fast and sloppy dirt and firm
and yielding turf. It didn't matter; he would throw down those
fast fractions that would lead him to victory regardless of the
surface, track, or competition.@
The 4-year-old will now stand alongside his sire at Hill >n= Dale,
which acquired Kantharos in 2017 after a blazing start to his
stallion career in Florida.
AAs the most successful son of the rapidly rising Kantharos, we
know breeders will love the horse,@ said Hill >n= Dale President
John Sikura. AWorld of Trouble was a world-class racehorse with
brilliant effortless speed.@
World of Trouble will stand for a fee of $15,000 S&N.

Cont. p7
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2. Has Paris, specifically ParisLongchamp, become a new
destination for the Far East? Prior to the running of the
feature race, on the rail through the home stretch, the
percentage of racing fans from Japan far outnumbered the
locals and tourists from other parts of the world.
They did not come to see a horse
named Japan (GB) (Galileo {Ire}).
He was bred in Great Britain, and
is owned by the English/Irish
partnership of Smith, Magnier and
Tabor. The three Japanese-bred
horses finished seventh, 10th and
11th.
3. Is the Anow@ jockey
Pierre-Charles Boudot? He won
four races on the day before he
won The Arc.
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His brother, Joseph, as a jockey won the GI Breeders= Cup Turf
in 2011 on St. Nicholas Abbey (Ire) (Montjeu {Ire}) before the
scale forced him to turn to training. Wonder which O'Briens will
be at Santa Anita for the Breeders= Cup in November?
6. What happened to the
blades of the ancient
monastery windmill on the
backstretch of
ParisLongchamp?
7. Is there any trophy in racing
more beautiful, symbolic, or
stunning than the silver
masterpiece for winning
the Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe?

Finally, congratulations to
Khalid Abdullah. It is possible
to win the Arc three times, but
4. The condition of the ground
only if you try. Enable is one of
after heavy rain was very soft.
the great racehorses in history.
The Arc Trophy | Racing Post
Was that the reason Enable lost?
Even if she did not win The Arc
three times, she was spectacular winning in 10 Group 1 races
5. How much longer will the talented Donnacha O'Brien,
with elegance, style, stamina and speed. Thank you for trying.
21-year-old son of trainer Aidan O'Brien, be able to
make the weight? Forget the jockey group photographs. This
guy towers over owners and trainers in the walking ring.
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OBS OCTOBER KICKS OFF TUESDAY
by Christie DeBernardis
The Ocala Breeders= Sales Company=s October Yearling Sale
begins its two-day run Tuesday, Oct. 8 at noon with a 225-horse
select session. It will be followed by a 422-horse open session
Wednesday, Oct. 9, beginning at 10:30 a.m.
Yearlings on offer represent top Kentucky stallions such as Into
Mischief, Distorted Humor, Constitution, Commissioner, Carpe
Diem, Competitive Edge and more. There are also offspring by
Florida stallions Khozan, Jess=s Dream, The Big Beast, Chitu and
First Dude; as well as New York sires Freud, Central Banker and
Laoban.

OBS October grad Catherinethegreat | Sarah Andrew

Last year=s sale was topped by a $340,000 colt by Cairo Prince
sold during the select sale, which saw a total of 124 yearlings sell
for $5,464,000. The median was $30,000 and the average was
$44,065. The 2018 October Sale had two open sessions where
294 horses summoned $3,870,250 with an average of $13,164
and median of $7,000.
GSW Catherinethegreat (Uncaptured) is a graduate of the
October Sale. Other OBS sales have produced the likes of
MGISWs Midnight Bisou (Midnight Lute), World of Trouble
(Kantharos), Mind Your Biscuits (Posse) and Stormy Liberal
(Stormy Atlantic).

Brennan Launches Solo Venture at October
A son of well-known 2-year-old consignor Niall Brennan and
horsewoman Jolane Weeks, Colin Brennan has Thoroughbreds
in his blood. After graduating from the Darley Flying Start
Program, he joined his father=s business as his assistant trainer.
At the upcoming OBS October Sale, Brennan will launch his first
solo venture with a nine-horse yearling consignment.
Cont. p9
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AIt has always been something that I have enjoyed doing,@
Brennan said about working with yearlings. AThrough the Flying
Start and several of the people I have worked for in the past, I
have done a bit of yearling prep all over the world and I really
enjoyed it. My wife and I were fortunate enough to recently buy
a piece of property with the plans of building a home and a
farm, which we have done. We decided we would enjoy having
a few weanling to yearling pinhooks on the side. That is how it
started and it has worked out pretty well so far. This year I
decided to go ahead and sell them myself. I had some great
support from friends and clients to build the consignment, so I
thought let=s give it a go and God only knows where it could end
up.@

Colin Brennan | Joe diOrio

He added, AI would be remiss not mention my mother Jolane
[Weeks]. She has been a huge help to me and she is a wonderful
horsewoman. She has raised many young horses and owned her
own farm for several years, so she has been a huge asset for
me.@
Brennan=s initial consignment is a mix of his own horses, as
well as some clients.
AOnce the word gradually started to spread, people started to
call me out of support and friendliness and, of course, I was
happy to take them,@ Brennan said. AI owe a lot of it to the
opportunity that they have all granted me to try this venture.@
Brennan and his wife are continuing to develop their new
facility in order to expand their new venture.
AI am prepping mine, but the client horses are being prepped
by them,@ Brennan said. AWe will have the facilities to offer to
our clients to prep theirs as well this coming season. We were in
the middle of finishing the build of our little farm, which I built
myself this season, so we didn=t have the room, but we will
going forward.@
Cont. p10
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OBS OCTOBER YEARLING PINHOOKING TABLE
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OBS October Yearling Sale
Tuesday, Oct. 8
Hip Sex Pedigree

Price Prev Sale

Buyer/Agent

Current Consignor

14 C

Daredevil-Belgrade Breeze

$25,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Equistock

Stuart Morris

16 C

Bayern-Bitter Lemon

$70,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

J & S Racing

Stuart Morris

21 C

Cairo Prince-Brush Up

$45,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

John K. Donohue

Stuart Morris

22 F

Tamarkuz-By the Shore

$16,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Amanda Thompson-Gonzalez

Summerfield

25 C

Congrats-Cameron Crazies

$11,500

OBS WNT MIX 19

Red Lips Racing

Michelle Redding

26 F

Not This Time-Candystand

$28,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Pocket Aces Racing & Marc Wampler Stuart Morris

40 F

Wicked Strong-Cryptic Message

$2,500

OBS WNT MIX 19

DeLuca & Sons Stable

Bobby Jones Equine

49 C

Constitution-Diamondsandcaviar

$5,500

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

DeLuca & Sons Stable

Bobby Jones Equine

52 C

Tapizar-Double

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Valentine Jimenez

Select Sales

59 C

Freud-Encryption Code

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Tollgate Farm

Select Sales

60 C

Goldencents-Engaginglee

$25,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Moya Racing

Moya Racing

61 C

Congrats-Flagrant Foul

$20,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Bobby Jones Equine

Bobby Jones Equine

72 C

Laoban-Good Habits

$1,500

OBS WNT MIX 19

Harry L. Landry

Royal Bloodstock

75 F

Liam's Map-Hanna's Harmony

$30,000

FTN PREF NY YRLG SAR Bluebird Bloodstock

Stuart Morris

89 F

Treasure Beach (GB)-Jeekers

$10,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Isidro Centeno

Summerfield

93 F

Into Mischief-Kashami

FTK WNT MIX 2019

Irish Meadow Stable

Blake-Albina T'bred Services

94 F

Ironicus-Kathy's Chance

$20,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Leigh Griffis & Harry Landry B'stock

First Finds

103 C

Palace Malice-Like a Queen

$28,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

The Acorn

The Acorn

104 F

Verrazano-Liquid Lunch

$7,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Meah/Lloyd Bloodstock

Kaizen Sales

106 C

Declaration of War-Louve Royale (Ire) $9,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Ricardo Gonzalez

Beth Bayer

109 F

Daredevil-Love to Gamble

$16,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Alejandro Chavez

Abbie Road Farm

118 C

Laoban-May Who

$30,000

FTN FALL MIXED 18

Colt Pike

Craig L. Wheeler

122 C

Cross Traffic-Midnight Search

$30,000

FTK SUM YRLG 2019

Three Mile Creek Farm

Stuart Morris

125 C

Uncaptured-Miss Suilleabhain

$30,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Renee Dailey

M.E.C.C.O. Sales

135 F

Speightster-My Regime

$24,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Khalid Mishref & Bruno DeBerdt

Stuart Morris

137 F

Outwork-Nero's Pleasure

$40,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Rose Creek Farm

Stuart Morris

140 F

Uncaptured-Ocean Boulevard

$18,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Champion Equine

Abbie Road Farm

$12,000
$9,000

$200,000

OBS OCTOBER YEARLING PINHOOKING TABLE

Hip Sex Pedigree
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Price Prev Sale

Buyer/Agent

Current Consignor

142 F

Tamarkuz-Operetta

$30,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Danielle Jones/Silver Oaks Farm

Beth Bayer

143 F

Temple City-Part of the Charm

$20,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Kerri Szegi

Kerri Szegi

148 C

Creative Cause-Precious Lady

$15,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Lara Run

Perrone Sales

159 F

Competitive Edge-Rufus Ruth

$8,000

FTK WNT MIX 2019

Shooting Star Thoroughbreds

Stuart Morris

160 C

Outwork-Sacred Moon

$50,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

J & S Racing

Stuart Morris

164 C

Palace-Scarlet Hall

$20,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Paul Schaffer

Stuart Morris

166 F

Cinco Charlie-Shes Her Own Posse $25,000

FTK FALL MIX 2018

H & H Bloodstock

Stuart Morris

168 C

Congrats-Silentiary

OBS WNT MIX 19

Champions of the Future

Champions of the Future

169 F

Violence-Silver Allure

$50,000

FTK WNT MIX 2019

Double Bridges Farm

Royal Bloodstock

173 C

Sky Kingdom-Small Pleasures

$4,500

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Roberto Moreno

Beth Bayer

177 F

Speightster-Southern Truth

$27,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Clarmont Bloodstock Club

M.E.C.C.O. Sales

178 F

Mshawish-Starship Luna

$24,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Danielle Jones/Silver Oaks Farm

Stuart Morris

180 C

Flat Out-Status

$3,500

OBS WNT MIX 19

Jose Cuellar

Kaizen Sales

181 F

Uncaptured-Striking T

$40,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Shooting Star Thoroughbreds

Stuart Morris

184 F

Maclean's Music-Surf City Susie

$45,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Briston Bloodstock

Colin Brennan Bloodstock

187 C

Mshawish-Tap Dance

$14,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Blas Perez Stables

Kaizen Sales

194 C

Blame-Treaty Oak

$30,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Lara Run

Perrone Sales

198 C

Speightster-Unusual Style

$17,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Sharon Biamonte

Sharon Biamonte

200 F

Will Take Charge-Vesper Cat

$10,000

FTK SUM YRLG 2019

Short Term Investments

Journeyman B'stock Services

202 F

Shanghai Bobby-Wags Empire

$6,500

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Larry Mejias

Larry Mejias

204 C

Khozan-Wise Cookie

$5,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Blas Perez Stables

Kaizen Sales

205 C

Flatter-Blueeyesintherein

$11,000

KEE SEP YRLG 2019

Jim Ballinger

Perrone Sales

207 F

Speightster-Conquesta

$52,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Pamela Deegan

Colin Brennan Bloodstock

213 C

Mshawish-Lemon Hero

$100,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

The Legend Stables

Select Sales

216 C

Paynter-Passeporta

$15,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

John K. Donohue

Stuart Morris

218 C

Street Boss-Raucous Lady

$27,000

KEE SEP YRLG 2019

Roxy Racing

Stuart Morris

219 C

Shanghai Bobby-Red Hot Maria

$6,500

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

T. Rauda/T. Garcia/R. Hernandez

Whitman Sales

220 F

Fast Anna-Sauvignon Girl

$18,000

KEE JAN ALL AGES 19

Circle 4

Kaizen Sales

221 C

Upstart-Scribbling Sarah

$35,000

OBS WNT MIX 19

Tower Thoroughbreds

First Finds

224 C

Liam's Map-Dad'ssilverpitcher

$37,000

KEE NOV BRDG 18

Machmer Hall

Select Sales

225 C

Street Sense-Running Debi C

$67,000

KEE SEP YRLG 2019

Wycombe House

Stuart Morris

$5,000
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Brennan will offer four in the select portion of the sale, two
fillies and two colts, with the additional five selling during
Wednesday=s open session. The consignment has a little bit of
everything with a mix of Kentucky and regional stallions, some
of which are freshmen.
AThere is a Maclean=s Music filly in the Select Sale that looks
like she will be a quick little 2-year-old type horse,@ Brennan
said. AI think the pinhookers are going to love her. There is also a
fast looking Speightster filly. Those two will grab the pinhookers=
attention. We have a pretty solid group for the open. There is a
great-looking Giant Surprise colt with a good physical. We have
two freshman sires, an Exaggerator and a Brody=s Cause. Based
on how they were selling at Keeneland, I am hopeful for them as
well. Overall, a solid group.@
Though Brennan is enjoying working with the weanling to
yearling pinhooks, he is still working alongside his father,
prepping young horses for the 2-year-old sales.
AIt is a bit of a juggling act,@ Brennan said. AI have always
enjoyed the 2-year-olds. That has been my livelihood my entire
life. I am hoping they can work in conjunction. If it becomes a
profitable side business, my wife and I may go that route. Who
knows.@

PEDIGREE AND PALETTE COME ALIKE TO
STUEBS by Chris McGrath
What=s in a name? Well, potentially quite a lot, if a single letter
can weigh as much as it does in that of Kris Stuebs. The one that
starts her surname enabled her to call her professional agency
Kris S. Bloodstock, in playful homage to her equine namesake.
Few who know her in that guise, however, will ever have
reflected that you only have to switch one letter in her surname
to come up with the ultimate paragon for her second metier:
Stubbs.
For Stuebs has uniquely entwined two very different paths
since discovering an unlikely vocation for Thoroughbreds in
Wisconsin--as unlikely in terms of lineage, coming as she does
from a family of preachers, as location. One, for the past 30
years, has enabled her to steer clients like Peter Vegso and
Sheikh Abdullah Almaddah toward productive purchases or
matings: one of her earliest recommendations to Vegso resulted
in dual Grade I winner Splendid Blended (Unbridled's Song), for
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instance; while Sheikh Abdullah's $260,000 acquisition of Rote
(Tiznow) at the Keeneland November Sale in 2011 brought into
his program a mare capable of producing two seven-figure foals.
But it is in another role, somewhat less well known in the
bloodstock community, that Stuebs will be making her next
impact on the Lexington scene.
Stuebs is set to be an Artist of the Month for October in the
downtown Wills Gallery, exhibiting works executed with a verve
encouraged by no less a figure than Andre Pater--whose stature,
as an inspiration to Stuebs and others, can incidentally be
judged right now at his American Journey retrospective at the
Headley-Whitney Museum of Art through Nov. 17.

Medaglia d'Oro by Stuebs

There is a common margin between her two callings--and a
common mystery. Because an agent's appraisal is not just of the
mechanical construction of a horse, but also of the character
that will deploy that physique to meet the challenges of racing.
In the same way, the technical skill that can reproduce the
external aspect of a horse on canvas is only half of what makes a
painting work. You don't just draw; you draw out. You have to
express whatever it is, combined with anatomy, that sets a
horse apart.
Stuebs duly has an aversion to what she calls the "trophy art"
of conformation portraits, typically commissioned to hang above
an owner's fireplace as a status symbol.
"I've done my share of those," she admits. "But I don't want to
paint something just to paint it. That takes too long!@
Cont. p11
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She continued, AInstead of doing the standard thing, I want it
the blue? And I remember saying: 'I'm going to live there.' And
that was Paris, Kentucky."
to be all about the horse in the situation--not just standing
Stuebs jokes that her eye has now become so attuned to
there, but more of a neoclassical thing, even like the Napoleonic
aesthetics that "painting has absolutely ruined me at a horse
image of the eyes bulging, the neck arched. Take a painting I did
sale," because no specimen is ever faultless.
of Medaglia d'Oro [with both his forelegs raised]. I found this
"I'll go and look at these horses, and take my photographs, and
great photograph of him at a stallion show, and he was just
stand
back and look at them again," she says. "And you think
feeling cheeky that day. I had to remove him from the
well,
yes,
this is a really nice horse. But I'd make the hip this
commercial situation in the photo, but that was just what I'd
much longer, and the pastern a bit more like this, and so on.
seen this big, strong horse doing a number of times, and that
Maybe it's for good, I've had some very good turns, but I think it
was just him."
probably makes me irritating to some clients! They say, 'What's
This is just a specific variation, of course, of the generic
wrong with this horse?' And I say, 'Well, nothing, but it's not
challenge to any artist: to combine the craft of replication with
beautiful."
an eye for those traits, in bearing
Rote herself was not
or demeanor, that exposes the
immaculate, conformationally,
deeper nature of your subject.
but she was beautiful. She was
"You do first of all need the
a big mare, too, so Stuebs knew
technical skills to put something
what kind of complement she
three-dimensional into two,"
needed.
Stuebs acknowledges.
"She needed tidy, she needed
"It's like when I used to play
quick, she needed all these
softball, our coach first wanted
things you wanted the foal to
us to throw 100% accurately, to
be," she recalls. "And her first
hit really well, to know every
Tapit foal [Grade II-placed Royal
single situation. And then you
Obsession] really pulled
were a state championship ball
everything together.
club, because you were putting it
Stuebs continued, ABut there's
nothing worse than when you
all together. But you see a lot of
Stuebs=s Frankel
get this 86-billion-to-one
people who can draw. To get
genetic code, and then you go back and do the same mating,
beyond that, I think it comes down to recognizing beauty.
and get an even better physical--and he can't run a jump!"
"Like for this recent piece I did, of a horse on the turn, I'd seen
The immensity of genetic variations means that Stuebs
an image of this whole blanket of horses--but I just wanted to
mistrusts formulaic programs in her matings advice. In fact, her
pull out the one, because of the light, and the form. And the
approach is very much akin to mixing colors on the palette: she
color. One time I asked Andre [Pater] which single color in the
looks for patterns and tones across a pedigree, and tries to see
palette he'd choose, if he had to use one every time, and we
what needs reinforcing; what needs diluting.
both ended up on the same one. You wouldn't find it in a
"It's interesting, I've never used that analogy but it's dead on,"
Crayola pack, but you'd see it in the bottom of the clouds in a
she says. "It is just like you mix these colours: some warmer,
sunset sky. These are the colours that make things beautiful,
that we stand in awe of; and it's so much fun, the places you can some cooler; some darker, some lighter. There are so many
algorithms out there, and some of them can be useful to an
use them."
extent. However, when I look at a pedigree I read it like a book."
Actually it was a moment of light and color, captured by a
She remembers first browsing pedigrees when she came to
National Geographic photographer, that first brought Stuebs to
Kentucky,
as a horse-crazy veterinary student at the local
the Bluegrass. "You know how when the mist is really heavy, but
university,
and picked up a job at Brookdale. At that stage, she
not fog?" she says. "And it's just about the height of the fences,
was "happy as a clam" just to groom these beautiful animals.
and the sun comes up, and you get the pink and the purple and
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When she had renounced piano lessons as a kid, her father
retorted that she'd have to do lessons in something.
So she announced that she would take up riding. She soon got
through her savings, but her instructor had recognized a talent
and let her carry on in exchange for mucking out. And when
Fred Seitz gave her work at the Kinghaven dispersal, and she
walked a weanling who would someday become the granddam
of Sidney's Candy, she began to ask herself what it was that set
some of these lovely creatures above the rest.
"That's what cemented my interest in pedigrees, right there,"
she recalls. "Going through page after page, it seemed so crazy.
And like when I was given a Rubik's Cube in fourth grade, I
wouldn't set it down until I had this thing fixed. How does all this
all fit together? How the heck could Colonel Bradley and Tesio
do this without a computer? Why does this work: Blushing
Groom, say, and Nijinsky? And it all started to fall into place, like
a puzzle does. These renewable, replaceable patterns. And as
they started to emerge, you could put it all together--with the
physical, the style, the running ability--and read it like a book.
There isn't a computer program that can do that."
She gives an example of how one such program gave a famous
runner (and now sire) a rock-bottom rating when he won his
first stake, and a top-class rating after he won a first Grade I
soon afterward. "He'd created the nick by himself!" she says
with a laugh.
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As Stuebs says herself: "There's so much that can go wrong.
People that hang their hat on just one thing? Good luck!"
The artist reception and opening of Stuebs's exhibition, shared
with Celeste Susany, takes place 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Oct. 8 at the
Wills Gallery, 190 Jefferson Street, Lexington.

For the past few weeks, we have been running a series of
responses to The Jockey Club=s proposed cap on a stallion=s
book at 140 mares. Many people expressed the feeling that
there were more pressing problems to which the industry
should attend. So we asked a group of respondents, `What
would you fix first?=
MARTIN PANZA, NYRA

Martin Panza | Horsephotos

Kris Stuebs

Because, in the end, that kind of thing is the equivalent of
painting by numbers. The task is too subtle for that: it needs
touch, instinct, artistry.

To name a few: we need uniform rules, we need to address
the super trainer, we need to address workers compensation,
and we should figure out how horses can run more often.
We need uniform medication rules so that when people go
from state to state, the rules are the same. We need better drug
testing and more uniform drug testing so that each lab is testing
at the same levels. That way a positive in New York is also a
positive in Arkansas and a positive in Florida.
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To get something done federally, I think a governing body
would be difficult to do. I think it would be best if the major
tracks can get together and agree upon some major reforms and
how to put those reforms in place.
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Blengs, who trained Taunton, the second-place finisher, didn=t
see the incident because his view from near the rail was blocked
by the large crowd. After the race, he asked Taunton=s jockey
why he had pulled up prior to the finish.
When Blengs was told what happened, he said, ABoy, I=ve
heard a lot of excuses in my day, but never one like that.@

VINNIE BLENGS, LONGTIME TRAINER, DIES
AT 90 by T.D. Thornton
Retired trainer Vinnie Blengs, a well-respected New England
horseman who later expanded his stable to Maryland and
Florida and saddled numerous ship-in winners in New York, died
Oct. 5 in Hollywood, Florida. He was 90.
No cause of death was listed in his Boston Globe obituary,
which noted Blengs Apassed away peacefully.@
According to Equibase, Blengs won 1,981 races and earned
over $24 million in purses in a career that spanned 1963-2010.
But those totals do not include stats that pre-date the online
database. In newspaper clippings from an earlier era, Blengs said he
won his first race at Lincoln Downs in Rhode Island around 1949.
A native of Revere, Massachusetts, where Suffolk Downs was
located, Blengs served in the United States Army prior to
learning the Thoroughbred trade and rising through the ranks at
his hometown track.
His top-earning horse was Dr. Root, who won the GI Sword
Dancer H. at Belmont Park in 1991.
Blengs trained horses for longtime New England friends as well
as the racetrack executives David Romanik and Barry Schwartz.
He was also known for mentoring the jockey careers of Rene
Douglas and eventual Hall-of-Famer Edgar Prado.
Blengs won four training titles at Suffolk Downs, and he won
the 1991 training title at Laurel Park shortly after relocating
from New England. That Laurel title came in the midst of a
five-year run in which his horses earned more than a million
dollars in purses each season between 1990 and 1994.
Blengs was a regular buyer at the Ocala Breeders= Sales
Company, and he relished the challenge of the bidding process
nearly as much as he did training horses.
After winning one spirited bidding war in 2002 against a
competitor with far deeper pockets, Blengs quipped to Daily
Racing Form, AOnly in America can a guy like me outbid a
zillionaire like him. What a country!@
Blengs also earned an unintended slice of New England racing
lore for one of his horses that didn=t win at Suffolk Downs.
On July 4, 1966, an intruder ran onto the track just as the field
was barreling down the stretch for the closing-day Mayflower S.
Despite running directly into the path of the leaders, the
trespasser was only grazed, spun around, and knocked to the
ground. The Suffolk Downs photographer managed to snap off a
remote camera shot that framed the bizarre incident perfectly,
and the photo was reproduced around the world.

Vinnie Blengs was the trainer of the runner-up
in this notorious race July 4, 1966 at Suffolk
Harry Carfagna/Suffolk Downs photo
Blengs was predeceased by his wife of 50 years, Theresa.
According to the Globe obituary, a celebration of Bleng=s life
will be held at a date to be determined at Gulfstream Park.
Donations can be made in memory of Blengs to a charity that he
supported, the Permanently Disabled Jockeys Fund (click here).

MID-ATLANTIC PLAN MEMBERS MEET
More than 60 industry stakeholders from the Mid-Atlantic
region met at Delaware Park Oct. 2 to discuss the next steps for
the Mid-Atlantic Strategic Plan to Reduce Equine Fatalities.
Adopted in March, the Strategic Plan is the product of a
collaboration of the region=s racetrack operators, horsemen=s
organizations, breeders= organizations, racing commissions and
regulatory and racetrack veterinarians. Its goals are the
establishment of regional safety best practices, improved
methods to identify horses at increased risk of injury, the
implementation of protective factors to reduce the risk of injury,
information sharing and communication, and improvement of
the general health and welfare of the horse.
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During its Oct. 2 meeting, the group agreed unanimously to
immediately move to adopt rules that will prohibit the
administration of any non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
medication to a horse within 48 hours of a race, and all
intra-articular joint injections within 14 days of a race.
The rules will need to go through the regulatory process in
each jurisdiction for the changes to be adopted.
ANSAIDs and corticosteroids are therapeutic treatments used
not just here in the U.S., but worldwide, to the benefit of the
health of the horse,@ New York=s Equine Medical Director Dr.
Scott Palmer said. AHowever, sound medical practice dictates
that we allow our veterinarians and horsemen the proper time
to evaluate these horses following treatment and before
returning them to high-speed exercise. Amending our
regulations to reflect this best practice is a vital step in
implementing the Strategic Plan.@
The Mid-Atlantic stakeholders announced a ban on the use of
bisphosphonates in horses under the age of four in March and
formally adopted a model rule to effectuate the ban during last
week=s meeting.
Also during the six-hour meeting, Palmer gave presentations
on risk management programs, mortality review protocols, and
injury clusters.
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Professor Mick Peterson, Ph.D., who serves as director of the
University of Kentucky=s Agricultural Equine Programs and is
Executive Director of the not-for-profit Racing Surfaces Testing
Laboratory, provided a presentation on track maintenance and
how the region can develop and implement best practices to
assess racing surfaces to ensure a consistently safe racing
environment.
The Mid-Atlantic stakeholders and regulators who have
committed to the Strategic Plan include Delaware Park, DTHA,
Delaware Racing Commission, Maryland Jockey Club, Maryland
State Fair (Timonium) MTHA, Maryland Racing Commission,
Maryland Horse Breeders Association, Monmouth Park, NJTHA,
New Jersey Racing Commission, New Jersey Thoroughbred
Breeders Association, Finger Lakes Racetrack, NYRA, Finger
Lakes HBPA, NYTHA, New York State Gaming Commission, New
York Thoroughbred Breeders Inc., Penn National Gaming, PARX,
Presque Isle Downs, PATHA, Pennsylvania HBPA, Pennsylvania
Racing Commission, Pennsylvania Horse Breeders Association,
Colonial Downs, Virginia Racing Commission, Mountaineer Park,
Charles Town HBPA, Mountaineer HBPA, West Virginia Racing
Commission and National Steeplechase Association.
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LTBA ANNOUNCES BREEDERS AWARDS INCREASE
The Louisiana Thoroughbred Breeders Association will be
increasing breeders awards for Louisiana-sired accredited
Louisiana-breds to 20% beginning with the 2019-20 Delta Downs
Thoroughbred meet which opens Tuesday. Breeders awards for
accredited Louisiana-breds by stallions standing outside the
state will continue to be paid at 18%.
The increase was passed at the LTBA Board Meeting at
L=auberge Casino in Lake Charles Oct. 2.
AThe Louisiana breeding program is one of the strongest in the
country,@ said LTBA President Warren J. Harang, III. AThe board
wanted to reward breeders who make their stallion selections
among the many outstanding choices we have here in the
state.@

SUFFOLK OTB SUES VLT MANAGEMENT FIRM
FOR $5 MILLION by T.D. Thornton
Suffolk Off-Track Betting (OTB), which earlier this decade
survived bankruptcy proceedings to be one of the five remaining
New York OTB corporations, filed a $5-million lawsuit Monday
against Delaware North for years of alleged mismanagement of
the OTB=s video lottery (VLT) gaming facility.
The lawsuit, filed in United States Bankruptcy Court (Eastern
District of New York), is of note to Thoroughbred horsemen
because some of the revenues allegedly being diverted by
Delaware North are supposed to go toward purses that support
the state=s racing industry.
AThis is an action to stop [Delaware North] from treating
>Jake=s 58 Hotel & Casino= in Islandia, New York, as a pot of
money to enrich its owners at the expense of Suffolk County and
the State of New York,@ the lawsuit states.
Delaware North was appointed to manage the VLT aspects of
Suffolk OTB=s gaming license in 2013 when the OTB reorganized
in the wake of filing for bankruptcy protection.
AJake=s 58 is one of New York=s most successful gaming
facilities,@ the lawsuit states. ASince opening [in 2017], Jake=s 58
Casino has generated more than $210 million for New York
State and millions more for Suffolk County and Suffolk OTB=s
creditors. Hundreds of millions of dollars of VLT revenue have
passed through Delaware North=s hands. But, at every
opportunity, Delaware North has diverted money due to the
State and County to its own hotel and other businesses.
ADelaware North=s secret business plan for Jake=s 58 is simple:
Costs are charged to Suffolk OTB=s >Jake=s 58 Casino= so that
Delaware North=s >Jake=s 58 Hotel & Restaurant= can make
money,@ the suit continues. ADelaware North implements this
scheme by paying itself out of Suffolk OTB=s bank accounts for
bogus expenses.
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ASo, when Delaware North needed a kitchen for its hotel, it
charged Suffolk OTB for the equipment and build-out,@ the suit
continues. AWhen the hotel needs elevator maintenance,
security systems or a front desk, Delaware North charges Suffolk
OTB. When Delaware North cannot fill its hotel=s guest rooms, it
charges Suffolk OTB for hotel stays it gives away for >free.=@
The lawsuit details other alleged instances of Aintentional bad
faith conduct and malfeasance,@ such as Delaware North
Aovercharging Suffolk OTB hundreds of thousands of dollars in
rent by inflating the square footage of the VLT gaming
facility...willfully miscalculating Suffolk OTB=s share of utilities
[and] incurring tens of thousands of dollars in fines issued by the
New York State Gaming Commission while putting Suffolk OTB=s
gaming license at risk due to repeated regulatory violations.@
TDN could not reach Delaware North for comment prior to
deadline for this story. But Newsday reported receiving a
statement from Delaware North that said the company denies
the lawsuit's Acontrived allegations@ and added that the firm
Awill vigorously defend@ itself in court.
After allegedly trying for months to resolve the dispute out of
court, Suffolk is seeking payment of three times the amount of
damages the OTB has allegedly sustained. Suffolk is also
petitioning the court to impose civil penalties of $12,000 for
each alleged violation of the New York False Claims Act, and it
wants the bankruptcy judge to allow the OTB to sever its
court-appointed management ties with Delaware North.

CLEMENT JOINS WHOA
Trainer Christophe Clement has joined the Water Hay Oats
Alliance, a grassroots movement in support of federal legislation
to prohibit the use of performance-enhancing drugs in the sport
of horse racing.
Clement issued a statement in support of the organization,
which follows.
AIn my opinion, we are long overdue for one nationwide
medication policy. Unfortunately, the sport has been enduring a
lot of negative publicity lately, and now is a pivotal moment to
ensure the sustainability of horse racing. We need to unite as an
industry and should all be working together towards a cohesive
policy dedicated to ensuring the safety of our horses, the ethics
of the sport, and also a clear system with outlined rules and
regulations that fans can understand and respect. Many outside
of our industry question the ethics of the sport, and we need to
make sure we provide no reason for this to continue and remind
people why we are >the Sport of Kings.= As a trainer, I feel
morally responsible to ensure that my team always operates
with the highest ethics, consistently putting the horses first, and
working daily to ensure we follow the rules outlined for us.
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Clement=s statement continued, AI=m very proud of our team
that has been able to avoid any medication suspension for the
entirety of my career.
Most countries worldwide run without race day medication or
pre-race medication the last week before the race. American
horse racing is such a wonderful sport full of incredible history;
let's not lag behind.
We have constantly been in the media this year, let's turn
these headlines into something a lot more appealing like >Horse
racing, a class act= and show the public that we mean it when we
say that we believe in the well-being of our horses. Today, the
future of horse racing is uncertain and we cannot be thinking
about just the well-being of our individual stable, farm,
racetrack, etc., but rather need to come together to save the
sport that we all love.@
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Sunday, Hipodromo de Monterrico, Peru
CLASICO RICARDO ORTIZ DE ZEVALLOS-G1, PER$180,324
(US$53,270). Hipodromo de Monterrico, 10-6, 3yo, c, 2000m,
2:08.21, ft.
1--BARON ROJO (PER), 123, c, 3, by Minister=s Joy
1st Dam: Mercantilista, by Monarchos
2nd Dam: Cuz You Never Know, by Dehere
3rd Dam: Recital, by Danzig
1ST GROUP WIN. 1ST GROUP 1 WIN. O-Stud Unicornio;
B-Haras Gina Santa Rosa (Per); T-Jorge Salas; J-Edwin
Talaverano. Life Record: 4-3-1-0. Werk Nick Rating: A. Click
for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Yupanqui (Per), 123, c, 3, Jet Black (Arg)--Royal Cruise (Per),
by Admiral=s Cruise. O-Stud Carambal; B-Haras Rancho Fatima
(Per); T-Martin Casis.
3--Freedom (Per), 123, c, 3, Lord Justice--Bee=s Wax, by Quiet
American. O-Stud The Fathers; B-Haras La Qallana (Per);
T-Camilo Traverso II.
Margins: 3, 1/4, 12. Odds: 4.00, 15.60, 26.40.
Also Ran: Kaiser Kaleb (Per), Bacco (Per), Lanister (Per), Farmer=s
Gold (Per).
Click for the Monterrico chart & video or the free
Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

Follow the TDN staff on Twitter
Thoroughbred Daily News

The TDN is proud to partner with the Keeneland Library and the
University of Kentucky Libraries= Louis B. Nunn Center for Oral
History on the Life=s Work Project. This month, we feature John
Phillips of Darby Dan, who talks about the origins of the farm
going back to Daniel Boone, E.R. Bradley, and his own
grandfather, John Galbreath.
There are several different ways to consume the content,
including abridged, medium-length, and complete videos, as
well as a podcast and written story. Links appear below.
TDN Video (5 minutes)
Keeneland YouTube video (45 minutes)
UK Nunn Center video (1hr45m)
TDN Podcast (23 minutes)
TDN Look article (with video and podcast)

@kelseynrileyTDN

@BDiDonatoTDN

@SteveSherackTDN

@JessMartiniTDN

@CDeBernardisTDN

@BMassamTDN

@EquinealTDN

@HLAndersonTDN

@suefinley

@MKane49

@thorntontd

@garykingTDN

@SarahKAndrew

@theTDN

@JBiancaTDN

Wednesday, Keeneland, post time: 4:24 p.m. EDT
JPMORGAN CHASE JESSAMINE S.-GII, $200,000, 2yo, f, 1 1/16mT
PP
1
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8
9
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HORSE
Morning Gold K
Envied K
Fujairah K
Indochine K
Jezebel's Kitten K
Sweet Melania K
Takeitback K
Witez
Diamond Sparkles
Soothsaying
Swanage
High On Gin
Eye of a Soldier
Ask Bailey K
Lemon Scat
Hollee Peach

SIRE
Morning Line
American Pharoah
Ghostzapper
War Front
Kitten's Joy
American Pharoah
Pioneerof the Nile
More Than Ready
War Front
Lemon Drop Kid
English Channel
Fury Kapcori
Soldat
Run Away and Hide
Lemon Drop Kid
Archarcharch

OWNER
C&H Diamond Racing, LLC
HnR Nothhaft Horse Racing, LLC
Three Rivers Stable Inc.
Peter M. Brant
Ilium Stables, LLC
Low, Lawana L. and Robert E.
James McIngvale
Mary Ann Charlston
Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners and Barber, Gary
Richardson, J. David, Chipman, Mike & Knapp, R
Bloom Racing Stable LLC
Jerry Caroom
Estate of Harvey A. Clarke and Paul Braverman
WSS Racing LLC and Hooties Racing LLC
Frank L. Jones, Jr.
Peach, Harold and Gayla

TRAINER
McPeek
Colebrook
David
Brown
Cox
Pletcher
Wohlers
Wilkes
Casse
Mott
Maker
Deville
Hills
Maker
Romans
Campbell

JOCKEY
Hernandez, Jr.
Mena
Leparoux
Velazquez
Geroux
Ortiz
Court
Borel
Gaffalione
Graham
Castellano
Espinoza
DeCarlo
Lanerie
Hill
Gazader

WT
118
118
118
118
120
118
118
118
118
118
118
118
118
118
118
118

Breeders: 1-Athens Woods, LLC, 2-HnR Nothhaft Horseracing LLC, 3-St. George Farm LLC, 4-Lunsford & Sikura Racing, LLC, 5-Kenneth & Sarah Ramsey,
6-St. Elias Stables, 7-Calumet Farm, 8-Mary Ann Charlston, 9-Premier Bloodstock, 10-J. David Richardson, Michael Chipman &Richard Knapp, 11-Allen
Racing, 12-Deborah Silveira, 13-Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Clarke, 14-Joseph L Alexander Jr. & Mark RAlexander, 15-F rank Jones Jr., 16-Dr. J. David Richardson

Friday, Keeneland, post time: 5:30 p.m. EDT
BUFFALO TRACE FRANKLIN COUNTY S.-GIII, $150,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2fT
PP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

HORSE
Violent Times
Oleksandra (Aus)
Morticia
Stillwater Cove K
Hotshot Anna K
Miss Gossip (Ire)
Rocky Policy K
A Little Bit Me
Beechwood Ella (Ire)
Goldwood
Girls Know Best
Painting Corners
Ruby Notion
Change of Control K
La Dame Blanche
Take These Chains (Ire)

SIRE
Violence
Animal Kingdom
Twirling Candy
Quality Road
Trappe Shot
Big Bad Bob (Ire)
Rock Slide
The Factor
No Nay Never
Medaglia d'Oro
Caleb's Posse
Pleasant Strike
Great Notion
Fed Biz
Point of Entry
Fastnet Rock (Aus)

OWNER
Thoroughbred Acquisition Group LLC
Team Valor International
G. Watts Humphrey, Jr.
Marcus Stables, LLC
Hugh H. Robertson
Go-To-Toga Racing, LLC
Barry R. Ostrager
Christopher Johnson
D P Racing LLC and Shanahan, Linda
Colts Neck Stables LLC
Triton Stable, Chenvert, Brian and Kenneally, Eddie
Altamira Racing Stable and Slam Dunk Racing
Silverton Hill LLC
Roddy Harrison
Ralph Ebert
Gunther, John & Eurowest Bloodstock Services

TRAINER
Nicks
Drysdale
Arnold, II
Ward
Robertson
Caramori
Hess, Jr.
Baltas
Biancone
Duarte, Jr.
Kenneally
Miller
Miller
Lovell
Wilkes
Colebrook

JOCKEY
Ortiz
Rosario
Gaffalione
Espinoza
Cohen
Mena
Graham
Velazquez
Leparoux
Ferrer
Lanerie
Castellano
Geroux
Saez
Landeros
Cannon

WT
120
120
124
118
122
120
120
120
118
120
120
120
120
118
120
120

Breeders: 1-C Biscuit Racing, Island Peak Stables,Squire Thoroughbreds, et al, 2-Team Valor Pty Ltd, 3-G. Watts Humphrey Jr. & George R.Arnold II,
4-Lofts Hall Stud & Ben Sangster, 5-Paul Tackett, 6-Mrs J. Harrington, 7-Shamrock Farm, 8-Galleria Bloodstock & RhinestoneBloodstock, 9-Longueville
Bloodstock, 10-Colts Neck Stables, LLC, 11-Don Von Hemel & Todd Dunn, 12-Faraway Farm, 13-Silverton Hill Farm, LLC, 14-Mr. John O' Meara, 15-Ralph
Ebert & Glendalough LLC, 16-Eurowest Bloodstock

Tuesday, October 8, 2019

IN ORDER OF PURSE:
PARX FALL OAKS, $77,500, Parx Racing, 10-7, 3yo, f, 1mT,
1:36.90, fm.
1--NAY LADY NAY (IRE), 118, f, 3, by No Nay Never
1st Dam: Lady Ederle, by English Channel
2nd Dam: Bright Generation (Ire), by Rainbow Quest
3rd Dam: New Generation (Ire), by Young Generation (Ire)
1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. (i44,000 Wlg '16 GOFNOV; i50,000
Ylg '17 GOFOR; $210,000 2yo '18 OBSMAR). O-First Row
Partners & Hidden Brook Farm; B-Stephen Sullivan (IRE);
T-Chad C. Brown; J-Paco Lopez. $45,000. Lifetime Record:
4-2-1-0, $92,200. *Full to Arizona (Ire), GSW-Eng & G1SP-Ire,
$186,524. **16th SW for sophomore sire (by Scat Daddy).

Closing powerfully once straightening for home, she easily
overtook the pacesetter passing the sixteenth pole and kicked
clear to a convincing score. Jabuticaba held the place.
Nay Lady Nay, a remarkable 16th black-type winner for
sophomore sire No Nay Never, is a full-sister to Coolmore=s
juvenile colt Arizona, who captured the G2 Coventry S. at Royal
Ascot and was third behind the brilliant Pinatubo (Ire)
(Sharmadal) in the G1 Goffs Vincent O=Brien National S. last
month at The Curragh. Her dam, a $27,000 purchase at
Keeneland November in 2012, is responsible for a yearling filly
by Estidhkaar (Ire). Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,
sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Hidden Brook Florida Grad & Racing Partnership

2--Jabuticaba, 118, f, 3, City Zip--Thegalthatwasaboy, by Tiznow.
O/B-Germania Farm (KY); T-Phil Schoenthal. $15,000.
3--Tightly Twisted, 123, f, 3, Hard Spun--Holdontoyourdream,
by Proud Citizen. ($65,000 RNA Ylg '17 KEESEP). O-Fiasco
Farms, Ltd.; B-Normandy Farm LLC (KY); T-Juanita Bennett.
$7,500.

Consigned by

GAINESWAY

Margins: 2HF, 1 1/4, 1 3/4. Odds: 1.30, 15.50, 5.80.
Also Ran: Ionic, Elsa, Trailblazer, Sweeter Than Wine, Lady
Banba, Jennifer's Dream, Izzadora Bella. Scratched: Keltoi,
Mercilla, Afleet Destiny, She Makes Me Smile.
Nay Lady Nay overcame some trouble at the start and rallied
from last to notch a good-looking score in the Parx Fall Oaks
Monday at the Bensalem oval.
Fourth when attempting to close into a slow pace on debut
going six furlongs at Belmont June 27, the $210,000 OBS March
buy graduated over four next-out winners Aug. 2 at Monmouth
and was a strong second behind the promising Sorrentina
Lemon (Lemon Drop Kid) in a Big Sandy allowance Sept. 11.
Knocked down to clear favoritism in this stakes bow, the dark
bay was squeezed back at the break and relegated to last as
longshot Jabuticaba dictated terms in the clear through splits of
:24.04 and :48.22. Given a nudge at the top of the far turn by
Paco Lopez, Nay Lady Nay advanced steadily and squeezed
through a narrow seam in the four path approaching the lane.

Nay Lady Nay | RJ Umberger/EQUI-PHOTO

IN ORDER OF PURSE:
2nd-Thistledown, $22,500, Msw, 10-7, 2yo, 6f, 1:14.04, ft.
FLATTER ME PLEASE (c, 2, Flatter--Please Be Discreet, by
Discreet Cat), a $65,000 OBS April buy after breezing a furlong
in :10 2/5, showed a modest local worktab for this debut before
perking up with a five-panel gate move in 1:02 4/5 (2/12)
Sept. 28. Made a 22-5 proposition, the blinkered chestnut
traveled as the middle marker in a three-way pace duel through
a :22.62 quarter. Cont. p2
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Dropping over to the rail while taking on a third challenger
passing a :47.44 half, he found some daylight entering the final
furlong and dug in late to fend off favored Appleton Special
(Medal Count) by three-quarters of a length. The winner=s dam,
a half to MGSW Tackleberry (Montbrook), is responsible for a
yearling colt by Orb and foaled a Blame colt this season before
visiting Accelerate. Sales History: $50,000 Ylg '18 KEESEP;
$65,000 2yo '19 OBSAPR. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $13,500.
Click for Equibase.com chart. VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O/T-Charlie J. Williams; B-Hinkle Farms (KY).

TUESDAY • OCTOBER 8, 2019

Mozu Daddy, c, 4, Scat Daddy--Batalha (SP), by Smart Strike.
Tokyo, 10-6, Plate Race, 8fT. Lifetime Record: 10-2-3-2,
$359,533. O-Masakatsu Kitagawa; B-Mr. & Mrs. Oliver S. Tait
(KY); T-Kenichi Fujioka. *$300,000 Ylg >16 KEESEP.

HINKLE FARMS BRED, RAISED & SOLD
Dam Sells w/ HINKLE FARMS at KEENOV Hip #2019

Nay Lady Nay (No Nay Never) becomes the latest
potential star for her sire in the Parx Fall Oaks
IN JAPAN:
Nocturne Notes (Jpn), f, 2, Medaglia d=Oro--Summer Soiree
(GISW-US, $506,180), by War Front. Kyoto, 10-5, Novice Race,
7f. Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-0, $53,738. O-Masatake Iida;
B-Chiyoda Farm (Jpn); T-Mitsumasa Nakauchida. VIDEO.

IN JAPAN:
Aurora Tesoro, c, 2, Malibu Moon--For Passion, by Not For Love.
Tokyo, 10-5, Novice Race, 7f. LifetimeRecord: 5-1-0-2,
$185,98x O-Kenji Ryotokuji Holdings; B-John R. Penn &
Spendthift Farm (KY); T-Yoshihiro Hatakeyama. *$140,000 Ylg
>18 KEEJAN; $450,000 Ylg >18 FTNAUG. **1/2 to Soul Driver
(Street Boss), SW & GSP, $224,850. ***AHe showed a dramatic
change on dirt,@ said winning jockey Takuya Ono. AHe broke
quickly from the gate and showed speed.@
Paris Tesoro, f, 3, Declaration of War--Patricias Prospect, by A.P.
Indy. Niigata, 10-5, Novice Race, 6f. Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-2,
$171,495. O-Kenji Ryotokuji Holdings; B-A. Bayle, C. Bigheart,
S. Gross et al (KY); T-Takashi Kanari. *$25,000 Wlg >16
KEENOV; €80,000 Ylg >17 ARAAUG. **1/2 to Tweeting (Uncle
Mo), SP, $156,160. ***AI decided to race close to the speed,@
said winning jockey Nanako Fujita. AShe was a bit nervous
during the trip but never gave up.@ VIDEO.

FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8
Animal Style (Spanish Steps), Mb Kentuckiana Stallions
3 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
8-Indiana Grand, $100K Indiana Stallion S., 6f, GOT SPIRIT, 9-2
Blueskiesnrainbows (English Channel), Sunlight Farm, $2,500
17 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
8-Indiana Grand, $100K Indiana Stallion S., 6f, BLUE DREAM, 30-1
8-Indiana Grand, $100K Indiana Stallion S., 6f, FRENCH VANILLA, 10-1
$9,000 FTK OCT yrl
Commissioner (A.P. Indy), WinStar Farm, $7,500
94 foals of racing age/11 winners/1 black-type winner
6-Indiana Grand, Msw 5fT, QUEEN OF VERONA, 8-1
$20,000 KEE NOV wnl; $37,000 RNA KEE SEP yrl
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Competitive Edge (Super Saver), Ashford Stud, $7,500
111 foals of racing age/13 winners/3 black-type winners
6-Indiana Grand, Msw 5fT, OWNER'S SUITE, 6-1
$5,000 RNA KEE NOV wnl; $14,000 RNA KEE SEP yrl; $25,000
KEE APR yrl
Daddy Long Legs (Scat Daddy), Taylor Made Farm, $10,000
4 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
6-Indiana Grand, Msw 5fT, BAYTOWN MILLI, 12-1
Hampton Court (Aus) (Redoute's Choice {Aus}), Spendthrift Farm
34 foals of racing age/6 winners/0 black-type winners
6-Delta Downs, Msw 7f, NANCY'S RESCUE, 10-1

TUESDAY • OCTOBER 8, 2019

Fed Biz (Giant's Causeway), WinStar Farm, $10,000
187 foals of racing age/52 winners/4 black-type winners
6-Indiana Grand, Msw 5fT, BEE WINGS, 12-1
$32,000 RNA FTK OCT yrl
Finale (Scat Daddy), Oakton Farm Stallions, private
27 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners
6-Zia, Msw 5 1/2f, MASTERCLASS, 20-1
$5,000 RUI AUG yrl
Shakin It Up (Midnight Lute), Spendthrift Farm, $5,000
117 foals of racing age/30 winners/1 black-type winner
8-Parx Racing, $75K Parx Fall Derby, 1mT, WAR BRIDLE, 15-1
$7,500 FTK OCT yrl; $27,000 FTK HRA 2yo

Japan (Medaglia d'Oro), Waldorf Farm
37 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
3-Finger Lakes, Msw 5 1/2f, SHANTAY YOU STAY, 2-1
1-Finger Lakes, Msw 6f, SHARED SUCCESS, 8-5
Normandy Invasion (Tapit), Spendthrift Farm, $3,500
52 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
1-Finger Lakes, Msw 6f, NOT THE NORM, 5-1
$37,000 RNA OBS APR yrl
Secret Circle (Eddington), Hill 'n' Dale Farms, $5,000
45 foals of racing age/3 winners/0 black-type winners
1-Finger Lakes, Msw 6f, WASJUANNOWPAUL, 5-2
$47,000 RNA FTK JUL yrl; $50,000 FTK OCT yrl
Summer Front (War Front), Airdrie Stud, $10,000
97 foals of racing age/8 winners/1 black-type winner
2-Presque Isle Downs, Msw 6f, CHAOS KID, 4-1
$5,000 KEE SEP yrl
6-Delta Downs, Msw 7f, VALENTINES DAY, 5-1
$20,000 KEE SEP yrl
Tapiture (Tapit), Darby Dan Farm, $7,500
123 foals of racing age/15 winners/1 black-type winner
6-Indiana Grand, Msw 5fT, TAP N SWAY, 12-1
Zivo (True Direction), Irish Hill & Dutchess Views Stallions, $2,500
16 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners
3-Finger Lakes, Msw 5 1/2f, ZISMOKIN GAL, 3-1
SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8
Alpha (Bernardini), Darley/Sequel, $5,000
96 foals of racing age/20 winners/0 black-type winners
3-Finger Lakes, Msw 5 1/2f, RUSH ON BY, 4-1

STAKES RESULTS:
LEON REED MEMORIAL S., $50,000, Finger Lakes, 10-7, (S),
3yo/up, 6f, 1:11.03, sy.
1--TRIBECCA, 118, g, 5, Bustin Stones--Heck, by Heckle.
1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. ($10,000 Ylg '15 EASOCT). O-Ronald A.
Brown; B-Laurel Least & Joseph Lech (NY); T-Chris J. Englehart;
J-John R. Davila, Jr. $30,000. Lifetime Record: 32-9-4-4,
$415,721.
2--Winston's Chance, 124, g, 6, Roaring Fever--Betty's Chance,
by Duckhorn. O-Char-Allie Stable & Kathy Haers; B-Sherry
Washburn (NY); T-Debra A. Breed. $10,000.
3--P J Advantage, 124, g, 4, Posse--Weefc, by Tapit. O/T-Paul W.
Barrow; B-Andiamo Farm (NY). $5,500.
Margins: 3/4, 1HF, 2HF. Odds: 0.90, 3.30, 3.55.
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ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
9th-Parx Racing, $46,250, 10-7, (NW1X), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,
1:11.67, ft.
COUPELLA (m, 5, Stay Thirsty--Superfine City, by Carson City)
Lifetime Record: 30-6-7-3, $146,240. O-Emerald Racing Stable
LLC; B-Tom Mccrocklin (KY); T-Herold O. Whylie. *1/2 to
Someplace Else (Harlan=s Holiday), MSW, $389,190.
5th-Zia, $45,000, (S), (NW26MX)/Opt. Clm ($45,000), 10-7,
3yo/up, 5 1/2f, 1:04.57, ft.
D E LOVER (g, 8, So Long Birdie--Alicita My Love {SP, $100,595},
by Birdonthewire) Lifetime Record: SW, 56-16-10-8, $676,572.
O-Betty Marshall & Leroy Martinez; B-Double Eagle Ranch (NM);
T-Richard D. Sedillo.
4th-Zia, $40,000, (NW2R6MX)/Opt. Clm ($45,000), 10-7,
3yo/up, 1m, 1:37.79, ft.
BOKEELIA ISLAND (h, 7, Medaglia d=Oro--Matlacha Pass, by
Seeking the Gold) Lifetime Record: MSP, 20-6-4-3, $231,640.
O-Cindy Evans Perez & Vanessa Evans; B-Phipps Stable (KY);
T-Justin R. Evans. *$10,000 RNA 6yo '18 FTKHRA. **1/2 to Point
of Entry (Dynaformer), MGISW, $2,494,490; Pine Island (Arch),
MGISW, $666,800; and Sail Ahoy (Bernardini), GSP, $182,059.

7th-Thistledown, $36,500, 10-7, (NW1X), 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f,
1:06.04, ft.
BLANCONIA (m, 5, Vaquero--Zoey Kay, by Ago) Lifetime Record:
SW, 31-7-10-4, $249,187. O-Michael J. Annechino; B-Raimonde
Farms LTD (OH); T-Jeffrey A. Radosevich.
6th-Thistledown, $31,800, (S), 10-7, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1m,
1:43.80, ft.
BUCKEYE KITTEN (g, 4, William's Kitten--War Queen, by War
Chant) Lifetime Record: 25-2-2-3, $73,101. O-William Shumaker;
B-Eyes of a Child Stable (OH); T-Nabu Morales.
8th-Mountaineer Casino & Resort, $26,220, 10-6, 3yo/up,
5 1/2f, 1:04.10, ft.
BATTERBATTERSWING (g, 4, Hold Me Back--Attababe, by Carr
de Naskra) Lifetime Record: 22-6-6-4, $112,827. O-Dana D. Holt,
Ted W. Lucas & Jason Stewart; B-Dana & Dylan Holt (KY); T-Ted
W. Lucas.
5th-Finger Lakes, $24,898, 10-7, (NW3L), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m,
1:49.57, sy.
HIGH COMMAND (g, 3, Soaring Empire--Dean Avenue, by Pure
Prize) Lifetime Record: 10-3-2-1, $56,905. O/B-Carl Buhr (NY);
T-Ronald Breed, Jr.

TUESDAY • OCTOBER 8, 2019

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Nobody Knows Who, f, 2, Archwarrior--La Confidence, by Grand
Slam. Zia, 10-7, (S), 6f, 1:13.33. B-Sam E. & Sammy L. Stevens
(NM).
Zimba Warrior, c, 2, Khozan--Slick and True, by Yes It's True.
Fresno, 10-6, 5 1/2f, 1:05.91. B-Stonehedge LLC (FL). *$62,000
2yo '19 OBSMAR. **13th winner for freshman sire (by
Distorted Humor).
Gold of Roses, f, 2, Quinton's Gold--Hope for Roses, by Macho
Uno. Zia, 10-7, (S), 6f, 1:12.84. B-Sammy L. Stevens (NM).
Sangria, f, 2, Sungold--Vinoterra, by Finality. Hastings
Racecourse, 10-5, (C), 6 1/2f, 1:18.39. B-R. J. Bennett (BC).
Nice Brown Girl, f, 3, Alternation--Dancing Daisy, by More Than
Ready. Hastings Racecourse, 10-6, (C), 1 1/16m, 1:44.41.
B-Albert Polk (KY). *$3,200 Ylg '17 FTKOCT; $13,000 2yo '18
OBSWIN.
Box Candy, g, 4, Ice Box--Randy's Candy, by Candy Ride (Arg).
Thistledown, 10-7, 6f, 1:13.40. B-Kamal Mirhodjaev (KY).

ALTERNATION, Nice Brown Girl, f, 3, o/o Dancing Daisy, by More
Than Ready. MOC, 10-6, Hastings
ARCHWARRIOR, Nobody Knows Who, f, 2, o/o La Confidence,
by Grand Slam. MSW, 10-7, Zia
BUSTIN STONES, Tribecca, g, 5, o/o Heck, by Heckle. Leon Reed
Memorial S., 10-7, Finger Lakes
FLATTER, Flatter Me Please, c, 2, o/o Please Be Discreet, by
Discreet Cat. MSW, 10-7, Thistledown
HOLD ME BACK, Batterbatterswing, g, 4, o/o Attababe, by Carr
de Naskra. ALW, 10-6, Mountaineer
ICE BOX, Box Candy, g, 4, o/o Randy's Candy, by Candy Ride
(Arg). MSW, 10-7, Thistledown
KHOZAN, Zimba Warrior, c, 2, o/o Slick and True, by Yes It's
True. MSW, 10-6, Fresno
MEDAGLIA D'ORO, Bokeelia Island, h, 7, o/o Matlacha Pass, by
Seeking the Gold. AOC, 10-7, Zia
NO NAY NEVER, Nay Lady Nay (Ire), f, 3, o/o Lady Ederle, by
English Channel. Parx Fall Oaks, 10-7, Parx Racing
QUINTON'S GOLD, Gold of Roses, f, 2, o/o Hope for Roses, by
Macho Uno. MSW, 10-7, Zia
SO LONG BIRDIE, D E Lover, g, 8, o/o Alicita My Love, by
Birdonthewire. AOC, 10-7, Zia
SOARING EMPIRE, High Command, g, 3, o/o Dean Avenue, by
Pure Prize. ALW, 10-7, Finger Lakes
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STAY THIRSTY, Coupella, m, 5, o/o Superfine City, by Carson
City. ALW, 10-7, Parx Racing
SUNGOLD, Sangria, f, 2, o/o Vinoterra, by Finality. MOC, 10-5,
Hastings
VAQUERO, Blanconia, m, 5, o/o Zoey Kay, by Ago. ALW, 10-7,
Thistledown
WILLIAM'S KITTEN, Buckeye Kitten, g, 4, o/o War Queen, by
War Chant. ALW, 10-7, Thistledown

UPCOMING MAJOR
NORTH AMERICAN STAKES
Date
Oct. 9
Oct. 11
Oct. 12

Oct. 14
Oct. 17
Oct. 18
Oct. 19
Oct. 20
Oct. 26

Oct. 27

Race
GII JP Morgan Chase Jessamine S.
GIII Buffalo Trace Franklin Co. S.
GI QE II Challenge Cup, Pres. by Lane’s End
GI Pattison Canadian International S.
GI E.P. Taylor S.
GII Nearctic S.
GII Sands Point S.
GII Knickerbocker S.
GIII Sycamore S.
GIII Pin Oak Valley View S.
GII Lexus Raven Run S.
GIII Ontario Fashion S.
GIII Athenia S.
GIII Rood & Riddle Dowager S.
GII Hagyard Fayette S.
GIII Bold Ruler S.
GIII Autumn Miss S.
Grey S.

Track
Keeneland
Keeneland
Keeneland
Woodbine
Woodbine
Woodbine
Belmont
Belmont
Keeneland
Keeneland
Keeneland
Belmont
Keeneland
Keeneland
Belmont
Santa Anita
Woodbine
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GLOBAL PARTICIPATION IN
STORE AT TATTERSALLS

Julian Dollar of Newsells Park Stud with the winning breeder=s trophy
for the Arc | Emma Berry

By Emma Berry
NEWMARKET, UKCAhead of the most important three days in
Tattersalls' trading year, confidence can surely be drawn from
the vast array of international visitors at Park Paddocks for the
October Sale.
Not only were Sheikhs Mohammed and Hamdan inspecting
yearlings on Monday, but John Magnier made an appearance
with a large team which included Michael Tabor and trainers
Aidan and Joseph O'Brien. A broad smattering of representatives
from Japan, Australia, South Africa and the Middle East is
complemented by a strong American contingent, with Chad
Brown, Seth Klarman, Mike Ryan and Peter Brant returning to
the scene of some considerable recruiting success in recent
years, while first-time visitor Todd Pletcher is among a number
of travellers from across the Atlantic.
The man with a deservedly broad smile on Monday was Julian
Dollar, general manager of Newsells Park Stud, co-owner with
Gestut Ammerland of Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe hero Waldgeist
(GB) (Galileo {Ire}), who was also bred by both entities in
partnership with Coolmore.
Cont. p2

CLEARWATER STUD MAKES BOOK 1 DEBUT
By Emma Berry
Clearwater Stud makes its debut on the list of consignors at
Tattersalls this week, but it is a newcomer in name only.
Formerly known as The Kathryn Stud, the Buckinghamshire
farm owned by Fergus Anstock previously consigned yearlings
through Bumble Mitchell. Following the return home of
Anstock's son Farran after something of a world tour of
experience-gathering on various studs, the family took the
decision to consign under their own banner.
The name Clearwater was inspired by the stud's proximity to
an old water mill. It is also handily close to the M1 motorway,
not that you'd know it once standing amid the peaceful,
immaculate yard built on the former cattle farm which has been
home to the Anstocks since 2005.
Cont. p3

IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
SPECIAL ME, THE BARGAIN OF A LIFETIME
Christie DeBernardis speaks with Carrie Brogden regarding
budding top producer Special Me (Unbidled’s Song). Click or tap
here to go straight to TDN America.

LE HAVRE

6 GR.1 PERFORMERS
IN 2019!

© Agence G / Scoopdyga

VILLA MARINA (F3)
impresses in the Gr1
Prix de l’Opéra Longines

COMMES

2 Gr1 Poule d’Essai des Pouliches
2nd Gr1 Prix de Diane
nd

MOTAMARRIS

3 Gr1 Prix du Jockey Club
rd

OLENDON
2nd Gr1 Prix Saint Alary

SUEDOIS

3rd Gr1 Shadwell Turf Mile Stakes

RYMSKA

2nd Gr1 Gamely Stakes

DON’T MISS HIS YEARLINGS SELLING AT TATTERSALLS!
Sylvain VIDAL • +33 (0)6 20 99 10 15 I Mathieu ALEX • +33 (0)6 26 59 19 18
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Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum | Amy Lynam

Tattersalls October Preview Cont. from p1
Furthermore, Newsells Park stands Nathaniel (Ire), sire of the
great Enable (GB), and is the breeder of Japan (GB) (Galileo
{Ire}), who was fourth in the Arc and has also won the G1
Juddmonte International and G1 Grand Prix de Paris this season.
Japan was one of the stars of Book 1 of the October Sale when
selling for 1.3 million gns two years ago, and last year Newsells
Park Stud was the leading vendor with 18 horses sold for just
over 11 million gns. For Newsells Park as well as Tattersalls, the
next three days are of great importance.
"I think every consignor gets pretty worked up and nervous
before the sales and from our point of view we've been thinking
about it non-stop for the last few weeks," said Julian Dollar on
Monday from the Newsells Park hospitality box at Tattersalls,
where the breeder's trophy for the Arc held pride of place.
"Every night I seem to wake up thinking of yearlings so it was
nice to think about something else yesterday in Paris, but by the
time I was coming back on the plane I was thinking about
yearlings again." Cont. p3

John Magnier | Amy Lynam
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"Yes, you get some headlines for sales horses but it's all about
the quality of the horses when they are racing. We're breeding
racehorses, that's what we're about, and of course we have to
breed sales horses to survive, but if that becomes our raison
d'etre then we're in trouble. So it has been very gratifying seeing
a number of horses from the farm doing very well."
After withdrawals, around 500 yearlings, all eligible for the
,25,000 Book 1 Bonus, are slated to sell this week, starting at 11
a.m. on Tuesday.

Chad Brown, Peter Brant & Mike Ryan | Amy Lynam

Tattersalls October Preview Cont.
Reflecting on Waldgeist's victory, he added, "It was a great
day for the stud and for the Jacobs family, and it was nice to
remember Klaus Jacobs, my boss initially, who passed away
about 10 years ago. He had a dream to establish a stud and, with
his German heritage, to be successful breeding these kind of
horsesCthese Classic-distance horses over a mile and a quarter,
a mile and a half. So yesterday was about everything he had
been working towards and it was quite emotional for me
certainly, and for his son Andreas and the rest of the family to
have bred that horse."
Dollar continued, "In a way we were real party-poopers and
there is so much of me that would love to have seen Enable win,
for racing, for Nathaniel, for everything she stands for. It was
heart-wrenching to beat her but if anything was going to beat
her, I'm glad that it was Waldgeist. Days like that don't come
around very often so I was glad that I could get away from the
salesCthe guys were doing a great job and I think they were glad
that I went and left them in peace.
"It was very special and it means a lot to everybody involved.
Andreas was there with his wife and Mr. Von Boetticher was
there with his family. We don't take these things for granted and
I'm still pinching myself that we've managed to breed an Arc
winner. For us that's incredibly special."
Looking ahead to the next three days, during which Newsells
Park will send 22 yearlings through the ring, including
half-siblings to Group 1 winners Legatissimo (Ire) and Without
Parole (GB), and a sister to The Tin Man (GB), he added, "When
you come to the sales, you never know what you've got until
you go up to the ring. I hope we'll be alright. I believe we have
some very nice horses. We are lucky to have some good horses
that we have bred ourselves and also very lucky to sell some
horses that we've bred for clients. I just have to trust that
people have faith in the horses we are producing.

Tattersalls October Yearling Sale Book 1 Outs: 13, 24, 42, 72,
81, 82, 84, 94, 103, 111, 136, 137, 140, 141, 147, 156
Clearwater Stud Cont. from p1
"Dad bought the first couple of mares in 2006, just two or
three to begin with, and we have 15 on the farm now. Twelve of
them are in foal, plus there is another filly in America," says
Farran Anstock.
Along with Niall Horgan, the 29-year-old has prepped six
yearlings for sale this year, starting with three at the Goffs UK
Premier Sale in August. The second trio is set to sell in
Newmarket and includes a first Book 1 offering. The catalogue
contains two Kingman yearlings out of different mares both
named Parle Moi as consecutive lots on Thursday, though the
second is now withdrawn. Clearwater Stud's Kingman colt is lot
488, out of the 9-year-old Montjeu (Ire) mare Parle Moi (Ire), a
winner as a juvenile in France and already the dam of a
2-year-old winner by Kendargent (Fr). Cont. p4

RACE

WINNER

SIRE

Prix Marcel Boussac-Gr.1
Cheveley Park Stakes-Gr.1
Moyglare Stud Stakes-Gr.1
Royal Lodge Stakes-Gr.2
Beresford Stakes-Gr.2
Champions Juvenile S.-Gr.2
Champagne Stakes-Gr.2
Tattersalls Stakes-Gr.3
Premio Vittorio Riva-L.
Criterium de Lyon-L.
Harry Rosebery Stakes-L.
Ingabelle Stakes-L.

Albigna
Millisle
Love
Royal Dornoch
Innisfree
Mogul
Threat
Wichita
Elaire Noire
Chares
Piece of Paradise
Blissful

ZOFFANY
STARSPANGLEDBANNER
GALILEO
GLENEAGLES
GALILEO
GALILEO
FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND
NO NAY NEVER
FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND
IVAWOOD
HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR
GALILEO

As well as ALBIGNA’s Prix Marcel Boussac-Gr.1 success on Sunday for the Niarchos family,
FLEETING was a close second in the Prix de l’Opera-Gr.1 while
German 1,000 Guineas-Gr.2 winner MAIN EDITION won a Listed event at Redcar on Saturday

Good horses win this
race, and go
on to land Group 1’s as
3yos and
beyond….Albigna is th
e ﬁrst
Group 1 winner from
Zoffany’s
most expensively bred
crop to
date, with his fee havi
ng risen
from €12,500 to €45,
000 in 2016
off the back of a ﬁrst-cr
op Royal
Ascot treble.
RACING POST

Contact: Coolmore Stud, Fethard, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary, Ireland. Tel: +353-52-6131298. E-mail: sales@coolmore.ie Website: www.coolmore.com
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Clearwater Stud Cont.
The colt's grandam Di Moi Oui (GB) (Warning {GB}) was twice a
Group 3 winner and has three black-type performers among her
nine winners.
"The Kingman is very exciting. We just have to hope he shows
himself off well, but we couldn't be happier with how he has
been through his prep," says Anstock of the operation's prize
colt.
In Book 3, Clearwater Stud will offer two more colts, by New
Approach (Ire) (lot 1730) and Starspangledbanner (Aus) (lot
1406). The latter is out of the Cheveley Park Stud-bred Adore
(GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), from the family of Group 1-winning
juvenile Hooray (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) and, like Parle Moi,
purchased for the Anstocks by their bloodstock advisor Jeremy
Brummitt. The agent also bought the New Approach colt's dam
Arwaah (Ire) (Dalakhani {Ire}), a former Shadwell mare, while
she was carrying him.
For someone who had no contact with horses while growing
up, Anstock has devoted most of his twenties to ensuring that
he gathered as much experience as possible before embarking
on his own consigning business.
He says, "For a while I didn't really know what I wanted to do. I
don't think I'd ever touched a horse, I'd never ridden anyway
and hadn't been up close to one, so when I did I was terrified.
"I came here to work for a bit and Alice Mills, who was here at
the time, eased me into the horses. I did a bit of painting around
the farm and maintenance jobs and then I started bringing in the
odd mare or two. Dad was trying to work out whether I was
serious or not so he sent me over to work for Eddie O'Leary at
Lynn Lodge Stud. I absolutely loved it there I got on really well
with Eddie and all his staff and they taught me a hell of a lot. I
loved it so much that I decided I wanted to prep yearlings."

Farran Anstock and Niall Horgan of Clearwater Stud | Emma Berry

From Lynn Lodge, Anstock enrolled in the National Stud course
and then went on to Coolmore Australia for six months for the
foaling season followed by yearling prep, before returning ever
closer to home to work at Coolmore's HQ in Ireland and then to
complete a four-year stint at the National Stud in Newmarket.
"I loved working at Coolmore but I came away thinking that we
might as well give up because we could never compete, but we
all need a little luck. Dad and Jeremy got into Dubawi when he
was standing at ,75,000 and they sold the yearling filly out of
Polly's Mark (Ire) for 700,000gns. She's actually now back out in
the paddock as we bought her back from Godolphin as a
3-year-old for 30,000gns."
Named Pure Shores (GB), the Dubawi filly won three times in
Fergus Anstock's colours after returning to the fold and being
sent to Ian Williams. "She is now in foal to Camelot (GB) and we
are a bit excited about her," adds Farran Anstock.
One of four brothers and the only one with a penchant for
Thoroughbreds, Anstock is clearly enjoying his role back in the
family business, which also extends to the odd pinhook or two.
He says, "It's quiet around here. Dad's out every day doing a
bit of work on the farm. We're quite a close-knit family. We also
have Niall Horgan, who was at Cheveley Park Stud, Plantation
Stud and did six or seven years at Coolmore, so he's extremely
capable.@ Cont. p5
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yearlings but she has been fantastic and she said, >I'm on the
phone whenever you need me'. At Doncaster she was the first
person to come down and ask to see the horses and she was
really supportive. I really am very grateful for that."

VICTOR LUDORUM

Kingman colt out of Parle Moi | Emma Berry

Clearwater Stud Cont.
He added, AJeremy comes here every month or so to see the
stock, and drops in on the horses in training and has played his
usual part in all the covers this year."
"Bumble Mitchell previously prepped all our yearlings and she
has been so helpful to us over the years. I didn't know how she
would feel about me coming back to the farm and doing the

It isn't just the common law legal system which
likes a precedent. Breeders love one too, to the
extent that many prefer to have the reassurance
that a mating represents a proven nick. However,
when it comes to close inbreeding, such
reassurance isn't usually there to be found. Consequently, it was
a bold move on behalf of Gestut Ammerland when
Machiavellian's granddaughter Lady Vettori was sent to
Shamardal in his first season, as Machiavellian also sired
Shamardal's dam Helsinki.
This 3 x 3 inbreeding to Machiavellian may have been a bit
radical, but made good theoretical sense, as he had been the
best two-year-old of 1989 by a sizeable margin. Cont. p6
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Lope de Vega's Classic successes in 2010 set an attractive
precedent, which didn't go unnoticed at Darley. They too had a
mare by a son of Machiavellian,
He also had the best of
this being Street Cry's daughter
bloodlines. By one of America's
Lura. Although Lura had carried
legendary stallions in Mr.
the Godolphin colours only
Prospector, Machiavellian had a
once, she was a well-connected
half-sister to the truly
individual who had cost
extraordinary Northern Dancer
$725,000 as a yearling.
as his second dam. As if that
But Lura wouldn't create 3 x 3
weren't enough, Machiavellian
inbreeding only to
was a brother to another
Machiavellian. Her sire Street
champion 2-year-old in Coup de
Cry was a brother to
Genie and their dam Coup de
Shamardal's dam Helsinki, so
Folie had a third Group 1 winner
sending Lura to Shamardal
to her credit in Exit To Nowhere.
would also produce 3 x 3
Needless to say, the mating
Shamardal | Darley
inbreeding to Helen Street. As
between Lady Vettori and
close inbreeding is likely to
Shamardal worked extremely
reinforce not only a horse's virtues but also its flaws, the subject
well, resulting in Lope de Vega. A winner of his first two juvenile
needs to have shown itself superior in every way.
starts, Lope de Vega proceeded to win both the G1 Poule d'Essai
Helen Street had certainly done that. Only Oh So Sharp, future
des Poulains and the G1 Prix du Jockey-Club in 2010. The pairing
winner of the 1000 Guineas, Oaks and St Leger, managed to beat
also worked pretty well when the mating was repeated four
Helen Street in her three juvenile starts, which also featured a
years later, producing the very useful listed winner Lord of the
wide-margin success in the G3 Prix du Calvados. Cont. p7
Land.
Pedigree Insights: Victor Ludorum Cont.
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Pedigree Insights: Victor Ludorum Cont.
The Ballymacoll homebred was also a clear-cut winner of the
G1 Irish Oaks. The big and rangy Helen Street was one of only
125 foals sired by the magnificent Troy, whose early death tends
to make him something of a forgotten hero. Defeated only once
in seven 3-year-old starts, he won the Derby by seven lengths,
the Irish Derby by four and then the King George and the
Benson & Hedges Gold Cup (Juddmonte International).
Conformation also has to be taken into account when
arranging any mating, and here Darley must have been
confident that combining Shamardal with Street Cry was
potentially a good thing. Back in 2008, before Shamardal had
had any runners, Darley's advertising campaign for this
champion son of Giant's Causeway made a point of highlighting
Shamardal's relationship to Street Cry. And if I remember
correctly, the campaign also drew attention to the physical
similarities between Shamardal and Street Cry.
The mating went ahead in 2011 and the resultant filly, Lucida,
went quite close to becoming a Classic winner. Beaten only a
neck in the G1 Moyglare Stud S., she then won the G2 Rockfel S.
It was a measure of her toughness that her first four starts came
in the space of less than eight weeks, which is a reminder that
Shamardal once reeled off three Group 1 victories in the space
of a month.
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Lucida trained on well enough to finish second to Legatissimo,
beaten three-parts of a length, in the 1000 Guineas and she was
beaten a similar margin when third to those first-rate fillies
Ervedya and Found in the G1 Coronation S. With her
combination of pedigree and performance, Lucida should make
a first-rate broodmare, so make a note of her first foal, a 2018
colt by Dubawi.
Darley had also been encouraged to send Helen Street's
granddaughter Antiquities to Shamardal in 2012. This time,
though, the close inbreeding failed to pay off, with the resultant
colt, Ancient History, showing only fairly useful form in France
before being transferred to Australia. However, Lucida's exploits
in 2014 and '15 no doubt persuaded the Godolphin team to give
Antiquities a second chance with Shamardal in 2016. This time
the pairing has worked much better, as the resultant foal, Victor
Ludorum, maintained his unbeaten record in landing the G1 Prix
Jean-Luc Lagardere two days ago.
As always, it is possible to attribute too much significance to
inbreeding in a pedigree and it must be pointed out that neither
Pinatubo nor Earthlight, the other Group 1 winners in
Shamardal's exceptional 2017 crop, have any close inbreeding in
their pedigrees.
Maybe Shamardal is simply an extraordinary stallion who
doesn't need much help. Cont. p8
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Bay 2015 by Deep Impact – Second Happiness (by Storm Cat)

Derby winning son and grandson of legends
Won 3 races, £1,033,142, 1600m - 2100m
At 2
Won Prix As d’Atout, Saint-Cloud

HALO
SUNDAY SILENCE
WISHING WELL

DEEP IMPACT

ALZAO
WIND IN HER HAIR

At 3
Won Gr.1 French Derby, Chantilly
Won Gr.2 Prix Greffulhe, Saint-Cloud
3rd Gr.2 Prix Guillaume d’Ornano, Deauville
At 4
2nd Gr.1 Prix Ganay, Longchamp
2nd Gr.1 Prix d’Ispahan, Longchamp

BURGHCLERE
STORM BIRD
STORM CAT
TERLINGUA

SECOND HAPPINESS

NUREYEV
MIESQUE
PASADOBLE

OUTSTANDING INTERNATIONAL OUTCROSS PEDIGREE

Only son of DEEP IMPACT at stud in England
info@lanwades.com
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Something of a late maturer, he gained Group 3 successes in the
Pedigree Insights: Victor Ludorum Cont.
Prix Edmond Blanc and Prix du Chemin de Fer du Nord over a
However, Lucida and Victor Ludorum make a compelling
mile as a 4-year-old. He then stepped up in distance to finish
argument that there is something to be gained from close
inbreeding to Helen Street, while Lope de Vega and Lucida make second in Group 1 events in Germany and the U.S., with his
American defeat coming in the
a similar case for Machiavellian.
Man O'War S. over 1 3/8 miles.
Shamardal also has another
He burst onto the scene as a
black-type winner inbred to
stallion in the early noughties,
Helen Street in Shamtee, whose
thanks to the exploits of his
second dam is Helen Street's
daughter Terre A Terre and his
fairly useful daughter Grecian
son Ange Gabriel. Terre A Terre
Slipper. Shamtee was winning
became a Group 1 winner in the
her third consecutive race when
2001 Prix de l'Opera and then
she landed the Prix Finlande last
collected $1.2 million for her
year, when she was also a
victory over Noverre in the G1
creditable fourth in the G2 Prix
Dubai Duty Free. Ange Gabriel,
de Sandringham.
for his part, won the Grand Prix
Victor Ludorum is the second
de Saint-Cloud and Hong Kong
good winner produced by
Victor Ludorum | Scoop Dyga
Vase in 2002, before repeating
Antiquities, his predecessor
his Saint-Cloud success in 2003.
being Mary Tudor, a Dawn Approach filly with no duplications in
The exploits of these cheaply-produced Group 1 winners
her first four generations. Mary Tudor excelled herself when
provided the impetus for Darley to send Helen Street's
third behind Sea of Class and Forever Together in last year's G1
listed-winning daughter Historian to Kaldounevees in 2004.
Irish Oaks.
Cont. p9
Antiquities's sire Kaldounevees isn't exactly a household name.
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Pedigree Insights: Victor Ludorum Cont.
Their daughter Antiquities was talented at around a mile and a
quarter, so Victor Ludorum should have no stamina problems if
he attempts to follow in the footsteps of Shamardal and Lope de
Vega in the Prix du Jockey-Club. He is the third Group 1 winner
out of a Kaldounevees mare, following the Melbourne Cup
winner Dunaden and the Prix Jean Romanet winner Nonza.

WELFARE HOT TOPIC AT IFHA CONFERENCE
By Kelsey Riley
PARIS, FranceBThe challenges that a changing social landscape
present to horse racing were fully apparent at the International
Conference of Horseracing Authorities in Paris on Monday,
where topics like horse welfare, public perception and how
racing can remain relevant dominated discussion.
AIt=s deadly urgent,@ said Craig Fravel, the outgoing president
and chief executive officer of Breeders= Cup who soon takes up
the position of chief executive officer of racing operations at
Santa Anita Park, when asked how pressing racing=s broader
global issues are. AWe had an unfortunate situation at Santa
Anita in January and February which everyone has read about,
but that wasn=t a particularly unusual situation. We=ve all had
situations with horses dying over the years and we=ve tried to
figure out what we can do better, but the fact of the matter is
that the media landscape has changed and the world perceives
us different.
AAt the end of the day we all have to get up in the morning and
look in the mirror and ask ourselves, >are we doing everything
we can to prevent this happening to the extent humanely
possible?=@ Cont. p10

Victoria Carter, Rishi Persad and Criquette Head | IFHA
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IFHA Conference Cont.
He continued, AThe fact is we haven=t done everything we can
do. We haven=t focused our efforts enough on research from
birth to the grave, looking at everything that happens with the
breeding and raising of horses, the medical treatments that take
place as foals and yearlings; racing is a great laboratory. We
have an opportunity to investigate everything we do. We have
to stop making excuses and we have to stop saying this is a
public relations problem that can be answered by hashtags. We
have to ask ourselves if we=re doing everything we can.@
Rick Arthur, equine medical director of the California Horse
Racing Board, also served up a stark warning.
AHorse racing must adapt and meet ethical standards or it will
not survive,@ he said. AThere is a good chance that in California,
the fifth largest economy in the world, racing may not survive.@
Arthur reflected on the events at Santa Anita earlier in the
year where the breakdown rate caused a firestorm.
AI agree medication is a factor, but I think it=s more
complicated than that,@ he said. AWe predominantly race on dirt
surfaces in the U.S., and claiming and selling races make up a
huge part of the U.S. racing landscape. The result is a culture
where horses tend to be treated as commodities. Horses are
commodities everywhere in the world, but the U.S. racing model
amplifies that.@
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The power of public perception on the sport is reflected in the
fact that, despite the uproar, the breakdown numbers at Santa
Anita were actually below the norm.
AIn spite of the attention at Santa Anita this winter, California
ended up the fiscal year on June 30 with the second-lowest
number of fatalities since 1990,@ Arthur said. AReducing fatalities
has been a long-term trend and part of an ongoing concerted
effort to improve safety in California and the U.S.@
The whip was a heavily debated topic throughout the day, and
the 40-some delegates in attendance were asked to weigh-in
through an anonymous poll on whether they felt the whip was
simply a public perception problem, or a genuine welfare issue.
It should be noteworthy that the results came in nearly split:
55% siding with public perception only, and 44.8% saying they
believed it was a welfare issue.
AI think we recognize we have to do something about whips,@
Arthur said. AYou might be surprised to learn that whip use was
a factor in three Santa Anita fatalities. In all those instances
when the injured horse started backing out the jockey went to
the whip rather than helping ease the horse up. I can=t say those
injuries would not have been fatal but there is no question the
whip exacerbated those injuries.@
Cont. p11
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Carter=s panel on consumer and political perspectives was
IFHA Conference Cont.
moderated by Richard Hytner, a racing syndicate member and
In a panel on the current environment and future of welfare,
the founder of London-based management consultant firm beta
Brant Dunshea, chief regulatory officer of the British
baboon, who spoke about the importance of an industry being
Horseracing Authority, detailed a study that was undertaken on
united in its purpose. The panel turned the tables on Hytner,
risk factors in jumps racing that was prompted after six horses
asking for his recommendations on defining racing=s purpose, to
died at the Cheltenham festival last year. The data was gathered
which he responded, AYou want to be the champions of that
from some 300,000 races dating back to 2009. Nearly 50
beautiful creature called the horse, and the entertainment and
variables were applied to the data, from going and race time to
fascination that John Gosden [speaking earlier via pre-recorded
field size and days since last run, and 17 recommendations were
video] talked about. It has to be something that puts the horse
rolled out to increase safety upon review of the data,
back at the center of our national lives, the romance of the
consultation and video evidence. Dunshea expressed the
horse--the fact that you are
importance of sharing data
looking after the well-being of
among disciplines and
that horse for a lifetime. That=s a
jurisdictions, a sentiment shared
cause you can champion.@
by the Hong Kong Jockey Club=s
A panel of international horse
head of veterinary regulation,
people got the day underway
welfare and biosecurity policy
with a wide-ranging discussion
Dr. Brian Stewart.
on topics pertaining to the wellAWhen I was with Racing
being and future interest of the
Victoria, [anti-race groups]
industry globally.
would produce figures about
When it comes to the task of
[subjects such as slaughter and
growing racing=s ownership and
breakdowns] and I=d say >well,
fan bases, John Gosden,
those aren=t right.= They=d say,
speaking by pre-recorded video,
>ok, where are your figures?=
BHA Chief Executive Nick Rust | IFHA
noted society=s changing
And I didn=t have them. Racing
landscape.
Victoria has since changed that.
AA lot of our population are very urbanized,@ he said. AThe
AWe need to get our house in order,@ Stewart added. AIt=s
world of the countryside and animals is increasingly alien. To
dangerous to go out saying what a good job we=re doing when
that extent, we=re dealing with a different world now. Horse
there are things that could be done better.@
racing is an entertainment industry and it therefore must be
Victoria Carter, deputy chairman of New Zealand
entertaining, fascinating and fun all in equal measure. And it=s a
Thoroughbred Racing, laid out of the benefits of positive public
serious business. If you lose sight of that, you lose the whole
relations campaigns.
point of it.
AIn New Zealand, we=ve had some issues with our dairy and
AYou cannot get away from the problems of prizemoney
fishing industries and the ethics surrounding them,@ she said.
particularly in the UK, Ireland and France. The average age of
AWhat I=ve noticed is their governing bodies have recognized
they have an issue with public perception, so they=ve been artful racing fans has crept up. Racing is a social event, and
racecourses have woken up to this and they make a huge effort,
in their PR. It=s all feel-good, and racing has so many beautiful
but we=re not in the fortunate position of the likes of Hong Kong
stories, but we don=t do a great enough job of telling them and
and Japan where people just come for the racing.@ Cont. p12
selling them.@
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IFHA Conference Cont.
AWe have to have our antennae up in all directions and work
hand-in-hand with the authorities and the racecourses,@ he
added.
Ezequiel Valle of leading Argentine stud Haras Firmamento
shared Gosden=s sentiments on the importance of engaging the
next generation.
AWe need to work with influencers and social networks
because they think completely differently,@ he noted. ATo attract
new owners, a very positive thing is what they do in Australia:
promoting racing syndicates. That is the best way to get new
owners.@
Horse welfare is an area of paramount importance, and Valle
said eliminating raceday medication is key.
AMost racing accidents happen because of a previous injury
not detected or hidden by drugs, and we have to stop this,@ he
said. AThere was a study done by the University of Glasgow [on
South American races from 2015 to 2017] that showed that in
races where horses were allowed to run with phenylbutazone,
injury rates were higher than in races where they weren=t. In
Argentina we=re allowed to run with this medication at four
years old, so I think this should be limited.@
Gosden made his stance on raceday medication clear, adding,
Ayou cannot in this day and age thinks it=s ok for a horse to be
intravenously injected the day of the race. This opinion in this
day and age cannot hold. The integrity of the sport is critically
being scrutinized in this department.
Criquette Head, trainer of Arc winners Treve and Three
Troikas, was also in agreement.
AI=m 100% in favour of drug-free racing, because I think you kill
more horses if you give them bute and things like that. If a horse
doesn=t feel pain it will go to the end. The trainer should be a
trainer, not a chemist. I never used a vet because I=m not a
believer in them.@
On the broader topic of horse welfare, Gosden said that
modern-day micro-chipping technology leaves little excuse for
horses slipping through the cracks.
AWe need to set up a data bank and follow all horses through,
which is now possible with micro-chipping,@ he said. AWe have
to track our horses and that=s the responsibility of everyone who
breeds them and owns themBthe first owner, second owner,
third owner. It=s not a difficult thing with the technology we
have now to track them.@
Gosden and Head have both plied their trade at the highest
levels of racing for many years, and they were in agreement on
one factor that has changed the business dramatically.
AIn the late 1980s I was working in California and you had great
stables like the Whitneys, the Mellons, Greentree, the Neruds,
Elmendorf Farm; there were all these operations breeding to
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race with tough, sound stock,@ he said. AAnd in Britain we had a
great number of owners/breeders which we still do, but from
about 1980 onwards the sales got bigger and bigger. A lot of
people began breeding for the sales and now a lot of people
breed purely to sell. And that horse is a very different creature.
When you=re breeding to race you=re looking to eliminate any
weakness, but now you see mares that had weaknesses showing
up with yearlings at the sales because they have a good
pedigree. That=s not a healthy thing for the industry.@
Head added, AThat=s why you always have to bring in new
blood, to help eliminate these weaknesses. We breed to race,
but a few years ago my dad [legendary horseman Alec Head]
stopped and now we breed to sell. He says the sales have
changed completely; in France there are very few big
owner/breeders who are breeding to race because it=s very
expensive. Again, people want to make money with horses,
that=s why they go to the sales.@
The merits of globally important race meetings were also
highlighted, and the latest of those is the Saudi Cup, which will
debut in 2020 and feature the world=s new richest race, the $20million Saudi Cup over 1800 metres on the dirt. Prince Bandar
bin Khalid Al Faisal, chairman of the Jockey Club of Saudi Arabia,
and Paul Roberts, principal of Turnberry Consulting and advisor
to the club, were on hand to share details of Saudi racing=s
growth.
Prince Bandar noted that he set out a year ago with a goal of
bringing Saudi Arabia up to Part I status, and that the looming
deadline of the inaugural Saudi Cup is helping bring every aspect
of the local industry up to international standards. Total
prizemoney in the country has been on the rise since 2013,
topping out at over $18 million in 2018/19, and subsequently
the number of races has risen from around 610 annually to
around 635 last season. The foal crop has also steadily climbed,
from around 1,500 in 2013 to about 2,400 last season.

DERBY WINNER MASAR TO STAND AT
DALHAM HALL ALONGSIDE TOO DARN HOT
2018 G1 Investec Derby hero Masar (Ire) (New Approach
{Ire}BKhawlah {Ire}, by Cape Cross {Ire}) will join champion &
G1SW Too Darn Hot (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) at Dalham Hall Stud in
2020, Darley announced on Monday. Their fees will be released
at a later date. Cont. p13
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the UAE, sustained a career-ending injury and was retired in
early August.
AWhen we set out to create Watership Down Stud with the
purchase of Darara, we wanted to breed the best,@ said Simon
Marsh, Racing Manager for Watership Down Stud. AToo Darn
Hot comprises everything the Lloyd Webbers set out to achieve.
He has taken us all on an incredible journey and has everything
you want in a stallionBtalent, precocity, pedigree and looks.@

STUDY OF MAN RETIRED, WILL STAND AT
LANWADES
Masar | Racing Post

Derby Winner Masar Cont.
Bred by Godolphin and trained by Charlie Appleby, the Classic
winner also won the G3 Craven S. at three after saluting in the
G3 Solario S. as a juvenile. He sports four wins in 11 starts, and
was also third in both the 2018 G1 English 2000 Guineas and
2017 G1 Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere. Injury cut short the remainder
of the son of UAE highweight Khawlah=s 3-year-old campaign
and he was retired after two runs at four.
AIt is an honour to stand a horse of the quality of Masar,@ said
Darley=s Director of Stallions Sam Bullard. AHe won the race we
all strive to win but had the speed to beat a Group 2-winning
sprinter on his six-furlong debut before going on to win the G3
Solario S. He became the first Derby winner to wear the
Godolphin blue and beat champion Roaring Lion (Kitten=s Joy) all
three times they met. From one of the best families in the
studbook, he had a higher juvenile rating than his illustrious
relatives Galileo (Ire) and Sea The Stars (Ire). Prudent breeders
will have him on their list.@
A Watership Down Stud homebred for Lord Lloyd-Webber,
>TDN Rising Star= Too Darn Hot was slated to stand under the
Darley banner at Dalham Hall since last November.
Highweighted at two in England after wins in the G3 Solario S.,
G2 Champagne S. and G1 Dewhurst S. in succession, the bay
returned a three to capture both the G1 Qatar Prix Jean Prat and
the G1 Qatar Sussex S. in his final two starts for trainer John
Gosden. He was also runner-up in the G1 Irish 2000 Guineas and
G2 Dante S. and third in Royal Ascot=s G1 St. James=s Palace S. in
a nine-start career. The son of English highweight and 2009 G1
Yorkshire Oaks winner Dar Re Mi, who also struck in the G1
Pretty Polly S. in Ireland and in the G1 Dubai Sheema Classic in

Classic winner Study of Man (Ire) (Deep Impact {Jpn}--Second
Happiness, by Storm Cat) has been retired and will stand his first
season at Lanwades Stud in 2020, the stud announced on
Monday. His fee will be revealed later. A Flaxman Stables
homebred for the Niarchos Family, the Pascal Bary trainee
scored in the 2018 G1 QIPCO Prix du Jockey Club, one start after
his win in the G2 Prix Greffulhe at Saint-Cloud. A winner of his
only start at two, Study of Man also filled the frame in a further
five group races, among them the 2019 G1 Prix Ganay and G1
Prix d=Ispahan. He goes to stud with a mark of 11-3-3-2 and
$1,353,967 in earnings.
"We are thrilled to see French Derby winner Study of Man join
fellow Derby winners Sir Percy (GB) (Mark of Esteem {Ire}) and
Sea The Moon (Ger) (Sea The Stars {Ire}), as well as Breeders'
Cup Turf Sprint winner Bobby=s Kitten (Kitten=s Joy), at
Lanwades." said the stud's Owner and General Manager, Kirsten
Rausing. "I am immensely grateful to Maria Niarchos Gouaze
and the entire Niarchos Family for letting us have Study of Man
at Lanwades.
Cont. p14

Study of Man | Scoop Dyga
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Study of Man Cont.
AI very much look forward to our new joint venture with Study
of Man, a really good-looking horse with exceptional presence,
great racing performance and possessing a truly world-class
pedigree. As a son and grandson of racing legends, he should
make an outstanding addition to the worldwide breeding
industry, contributing an outcross for many mares.@
Multiple champion blue hen Miesque (Nureyev) is the April
foal=s second dam, responsible for European highweight East of
the Moon (Private Account), MG1SW and successful sire
Kingmambo (Mr. Prospector), GSW Mingun (A.P. Indy), GSW &
MG1SP Miesque=s Son (Mr. Prospector) and SW & GSP Moon Is
Up (Woodman). Additional highweights descending from that
legendary two-time GI Breeders= Cup Mile heroine are Alpha
Centauri (Ire) (Mastercraftsman {Ire}), Rumplestiltskin (Ire)
(Danehill), and Real Steel (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}).

GHAIYYATH=S BRO TO BE OFFERED AT
GOFFS NOVEMBER
A full-brother to G1SW and €1.1-million Goffs November Foal
Sale graduate Ghaiyyath (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}BNightime {Ire}, by
Galileo {Ire}) will be offered by The Castlebridge Consignment at
the 2019 Goffs November Foal Sale on Nov. 18-23. Bred by
Dermot Weld=s Springbank Way Stud, the March-foaled colt=s
dam won the G1 Irish 1000 Guineas. Ghaiyyath, whose price is a
record for the most expensive colt foal sold in Ireland, landed an
impressive 14-length victory in the G1 Grosser Preis von Baden
in Germany this September for Godolphin. The weanling is also a
half-brother to GI Man O=War S. victress Zhukova (Ire) (Fastnet
Rock {Aus}).
ADermot Weld created history at Goffs when Ghaiyyath
topped our November Foal Sale in 2015, setting a new record
for a colt foal in Ireland as well as being Europe=s highest foal
price that year,@ said Goffs Group Chief Executive Henry Beeby.
AThat Mr. Weld is returning to Goffs with the own-brother this
year is a wonderful endorsement of the November Sale and of
the Goffs service. I saw the colt in the summer and can report
that he is a stunner. This Dubawi foal out of Nightime
exemplifies the quality and potential on offer this year at Goffs
November Sale.@
The Goffs November Foal Sale catalogue will be available
online on Oct. 14.
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CHINA HORSE CLUB APPOINTS CAPELLI TO
INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
China Horse Club has appointed Juan Carlos-Capelli to its
International Advisory Council. An international leader in the
fields of sports marketing and luxury, Capelli has overseen the
ascent of international brand and racing sponsor Longines for
several decades.
"The China Horse Club's International Advisory Council are
leaders of industry that have demonstrated excellence and
share a common goal to create a better society," said Teo Ah
Khing, China Horse Club Founder and Chairman.
Capelli joins a council chaired by the Honourable John Warren
(Bloodstock Advisor to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II),
Professor Dr. Joseph Deiss (Former President of the Swiss
Confederation, Former Swiss Economic Minister, Former Swiss
Finance Minister), Andreas Jacobs (Chairman of Jacobs Holding
AG and the Jacobs Foundation; Principal of Newsells Park Stud,
Maine Chance Farms and Stiftung Gestuet Faehrhof and
co-owner & co-breeder of 2019 Qatar Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe
winner Waldgeist) and Wayne Wang (Founder, Chairman and
CEO of CDP Group Limited).
"I am very happy to join the International Advisory Council and
to be of service to the China Horse Club and the causes it is
supporting," said Capelli.

Juan Carlos Capelli | China Horse Club
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LESTER PIGGOTT BRONZE TO BE UNVEILED
AT ROWLEY MILE
A bronze of legendary jockey Lester Piggott, one of nine lifesized bronzes to commemorate the reinsman=s nine Derby
winners, will be revealed at Newmarket=s Rowley Mile prior to
racing on Oct. 12. Sculpted by William Newton, the reveal will
have Piggott on hand, as well as current jockey Frankie Dettori in
the parade ring. The racecourse is also running a competition
where the prize is for one lucky winner to join the VIP guests for
the unveiling ceremony and meet Piggott. On both days of the
Dubai Future Champions Festival, there will also be a special
exhibition, >Lester: Behind the Legend=.
ALester is a legend and his contribution to the sport is
immeasurable, so it is wholly appropriate that he should be
honoured in this way at the Home of Horseracing and in what
became his home town,@ said The Jockey Club=s East Region
Regional Director Amy Starkey. AWe are privileged to have been
selected as a location for one of William Newton=s bronzes and
we, along with many thousands of racegoers and all those
involved with our wonderful sport, will treasure it for
generations to come.@

FIRST-SEASON SIRES
WITH RUNNERS
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2019:
UNITED KINGDOM
Anjaal (GB) (Bahamian Bounty {GB}), Rathasker Stud
149 foals of racing age/13 winners/0 black-type winners
16:40-CHELMSFORD CITY, 7f, MAC MCCARTHY (Ire)
,15,000 Goffs UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
Brazen Beau (Aus) (I Am Invincible {Aus}), Dalham Hall Stud
78 foals of racing age/11 winners/1 black-type winner
14:00-BRIGHTON, 7f, BRAZEN SAFA (GB)
,20,000 Goffs UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
14:45-CATTERICK BRIDGE, 5f, DEEVIOUS BEAU (GB)
5,000gns Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2018 - Book 3; ,800
RNA Goffs UK January Mixed Sale 2019
15:35-BRIGHTON, 8f, FEAR NAUGHT (GB)
50,000gns RNA Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; ,50,000
RNA Goffs UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
14:10-CATTERICK BRIDGE, 5f, RAAHY (GB)
25,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; ,50,000 Goffs
UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
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Cable Bay (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}), Highclere Stud
114 foals of racing age/19 winners/1 black-type winner
16:40-CHELMSFORD CITY, 7f, CHROMIUM (GB)
,6,500 RNA Tattersalls Ireland Ascot Sept. Yearling Sale 2018;
,3,500 Goffs UK Autumn HIT & Yearling Sale 2018
14:30-BRIGHTON, 7f, KUWAITY (GB)
5,500gns RNA Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; 16,000gns
Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2018 - Book 3
Due Diligence (War Front), Whitsbury Manor Stud
85 foals of racing age/16 winners/3 black-type winners
17:10-CHELMSFORD CITY, 6f, LITTLEMISSATTITUDE (GB)
15:15-CATTERICK BRIDGE, 7f, MISCHIEF STAR (GB)
34,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; ,30,000 Goffs
UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
15:15-CATTERICK BRIDGE, 7f, WAR STORM (GB)
60,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; 65,000gns
Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2018 - Book 2
Gutaifan (Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}), Yeomanstown Stud
166 foals of racing age/25 winners/0 black-type winners
14:30-BRIGHTON, 7f, BURNING (Ire)
,18,000 Goffs UK Premier & Silver Yearling Sale 2018
17:10-CHELMSFORD CITY, 6f, GENTLY SPOKEN (Ire)
42,000gns Tattersalls December Foal Sale 2017; 70,000gns RNA
Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2018 - Book 2
14:30-BRIGHTON, 7f, SCALLYWAGTAIL (Ire)
,5,000 Tattersalls Ireland Ascot 2yo Breeze Up Sale 2019
17:10-CHELMSFORD CITY, 6f, VINTAGE POLLY (Ire)
i58,000 Tattersalls Ireland Flat Breeding Stock Sale 2017;
45,000gns Tattersalls October Yearling Sale 2018 - Book 2
Outstrip (GB) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}), Dalham Hall Stud
106 foals of racing age/15 winners/1 black-type winner
14:00-BRIGHTON, 7f, AWESOME GARY (GB)
Shooting To Win (Aus) (Northern Meteor {Aus}), Kildangan Stud
26 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners
14:00-BRIGHTON, 7f, HOOTENANNY (Ire)
,5,800 RNA Tattersalls Ireland Ascot Sept. Yearling Sale 2018
FRANCE
Free Eagle (Ire) (High Chaparral {Ire}), Irish National Stud
87 foals of racing age/8 winners/1 black-type winner
4-LYON PARILLY, 2000m, SUPERHON (Ire)
i21,000 Goffs November Foals Sale 2017; i7,000 Goffs
Sportsman's Yearling Sale 2018
Hunter's Light (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), Haras du Logis
69 foals of racing age/4 winners/0 black-type winners
3-LYON PARILLY, 1600m, LA MONTAGNE SAINTE (Fr)
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Prince Gibraltar (Fr) (Rock of Gibraltar {Ire}), Haras de Montaigu
51 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners
3-LYON PARILLY, 1600m, ADELPHIE (Fr)
i10,000 Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2018

Shooting to win seeks his first winner on Tuesday. | Darley

OBSERVATIONS
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Monday=s Results:
2nd-Royal Windsor, ,5,300, Novice, 10-7, 2yo, 8f 31yT, 1:50.62,
sf.
VINTAGE RASCAL (FR) (c, 2, Nathaniel {Ire}--Irish Vintage {Fr},
by Loup Solitaire), 8-1 on his racecourse bow, raced keenly in
second throughout the early stages. Moving past the long-time
leader Tinnahalla (Ire) (Starspangledbanner {Aus}) with ease 1
1/2 furlongs out, the bay drew away under hand riding to score
by 4 1/2 lengths and become his trainer=s first winner. The dam,
who also produced the Listed Prix Yacowlef scorer Mocklershill
(Fr) (Siyouni {Fr}), SW-Fr, $148,226, is a daughter of the listedwinning G2 Grosser Preis von Dusseldorf runner-up Irish Source
(Irish River {Fr}) whose family features the dual G2 Grand Prix de
Deauville winner and G1 Prix Ganay runner-up Irish Wells (Fr)
(Poliglote {GB}). Her yearling is a full-sister to Mocklershill, while
she also has a colt foal by Ribchester (Ire). Sales history:
i27,000 Ylg >18 ARAUG. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $4,224.
Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-Mr Charlie Rosier & Mrs Julia Rosier; B-Berend Van Dalfsen
(FR); T-Tom Ward.

on the European racing scene

KING POWER UNVEIL PRIZED GALILEO AT
CHELMSFORD
5.40 Chelmsford, Novice, ,6,499, 2yo, 8f (AWT)
CHAIRMAN POWER (GB) (Galileo {Ire}) was a 525,000gns
Tattersalls October Book 1 purchase who debuts for King Power
Racing and Sir Michael Stoute. Out of the G2 Queen Mary S. and
G2 Lowther S. winner Best Terms (GB) (Exceed and Excel {Aus}),
the April-foaled bay is a half to the talented listed-winning 3year-old filly Star Terms (GB) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) who was also
third in last year=s G1 Prix Marcel Boussac. Among his rivals is
Godolphin=s Secret Victory (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}), a Charlie
Appleby-trained son of the listed-winning Hidden Gold (Ire)
(Shamardal), a descendant of Urban Sea (Miswaki) whose
excellent pedigree includes Masar (Ire) (New Approach {Ire}).

© Copyright Thoroughbred Daily News.
This newspaper may not be reproduced in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, without prior written permission
of the copyright owner, MediaVista. Information as to the
American races, race results and earnings was obtained from
results charts published by The Jockey Club Information Services
and utilized here with their permission.

2nd-Newcastle, ,5,400, Mdn, 10-7, 2yo, 10f 42y (AWT),
2:11.37, st.
LIVE YOUR DREAM (IRE) (c, 2, Iffraaj {GB}--Dream Book {GB},
by Sea The Stars {Ire}), third last time in a decent mile novice at
Yarmouth Sept. 19, soon had control on the front end. Never in
danger, the 1-6 favourite strolled to a six-length verdict over his
only serious rival Warranty (Fr) (Authorized {Ire}). The winner is
the first representative of the unraced dam, who is a daughter
of the G3 Brigadier Gerard S. winner New Morning (Ire) (Sadler=s
Wells). She is in turn out of the G1 Yorkshire Oaks heroine
Hellenic (Ire) (Darshaan {GB}) whose other two notable
performers by that Coolmore great were the high-class Islington
(Ire) and Greek Dance (Ire). Dream Book=s yearling filly is by
Dawn Approach (Ire). Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-1, $7,543. Video,
sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O/B-Godolphin (IRE); T-Saeed bin Suroor.
3rd-Newcastle, ,5,400, Mdn, 10-7, 2yo, 7f 14y (AWT), 1:27.72, st.
HIGH ACCOLADE (IRE) (c, 2, Outstrip {GB}--Honeymead {Ire}, by
Pivotal {GB}), backed into 11-10 favouritism on this debut,
stalked the leading duo early. Sent to the front approaching the
furlong pole, the grey held off the challenge of Saint of Katowice
(Ire) (Elzaam {Aus}) to prevail by a half-length and become the
15th winner for his freshman sire (by Exceed and Excel {Aus}).
Cont. p17
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The well-related Mashael landed the Listed Prix Charles Laffitte at Compiegne on Monday. | Scoop Dyga

3rd-Newcastle Cont.
The dam is a full-sister to the listed-placed La Conquistadora
(GB) out of Camaret (Ire) (Danehill) who John Gosden ran in the
2002 G1 Poule d=Essai des Pouliches won by Zenda (GB)
(Zamindar). This is the family of Ballydoyle=s flash-in-the-pan
Darwin (Ire) (Danehill) and, more importantly, the sire Modhish
(Ire) (Sadler=s Wells) and his G2 Prix de Royallieu-winning fullsister Russian Snows (Ire). Honeymead, a useful performer for
the Richard Fahey stable, also has a yearling colt by Kodiac (GB)
who is due to sell at next week=s Tattersalls October Book 2 Sale.
Sales history: i4,000 Ylg >18 TIRSEP; 42,000gns 2yo >19 TATHIT.
Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $4,303. Video, sponsored by
Fasig-Tipton.
O-Saeed Manana; B-James F. Hanly (IRE); T-James Tate.
ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:
True Belief (Ire), g, 3, Excelebration (Ire)--It=s True (Ire), by
Kheleyf. Royal Windsor, 10-7, 6f 12yT, 1:16.31. B-River Downs
Stud (IRE). *i12,000 Wlg >16 GOFNOV; ,95,000 Ylg >17
GOUKPR; 33,000gns HRA >19 TATFEB.

Monday=s Results:
PRIX CHARLES LAFFITTE-Listed, i55,000, Compiegne, 10-7, 3yo,
f, 10fT, 2:10.04, vsf.
1--MASHAEL (FR), 126, f, 3, by Dubawi (Ire)
1st Dam: Al Jassasiyah (Ire), by Galileo (Ire)
2nd Dam: Alluring Park (Ire), by Green Desert
3rd Dam: Park Express (Ire), by Ahonoora (GB)
1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. O-Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani;
B-Al Shaqab Racing (FR); T-Andre Fabre; T-Vincent Cheminaud.
i27,500. Lifetime Record: 4-2-0-1, i45,150.
2--Bighearted (GB), 126, f, 3, Farhh (GB)--Bianca Nera (GB), by
Salse. O-Michael Perlman. i11,000.
3--Samothrace (Fr), 126, f, 3, Iffraaj (GB)--Hunza Dancer (Ire), by
Danehill Dancer (Ire). (i110,000 Ylg >17 AROCT; i180,000
RNA 2yo >18 ARQMAY). O-Ecurie d=Authuit, Ecurie de
Montlahuc, Eric John Lucas & Alban Chevalier du Fau. i8,250.
Margins: 4, 2, 2HF. Odds: 3.70, 6.30, 15.00.
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Also Ran: Ebony (Fr), Tilda (Ire), Wanderwell (GB), Terra Dina
(Fr), Mythic (Fr), Sand Share (GB), Sakura Zensen (Fr), Freedom
Rising (Ger), Houesville (Fr), Mythica (Ire). Scratched: Best On
Stage (Ger), Over the Moon (Ire).
Mashael, who registered an Apr. 24 debut third before slipping
to a May 17 fifth in early-season outings at Chantilly, graduated
when upped to 12 furlongs at Clairefontaine after nearly three
months off and was a class above back down in distance for this
black-type bow. Stalking the pace in third after an alert getaway
from the inside stall, she made headway under mild pressure in
the straight to lead approaching the final eighth and powered
clear in the closing stages to easily register a career high.
Mashael is the first foal and lone performer out of an unraced
full-sister to G1 Epsom Oaks heroine Was (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) and
G3 Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial victor Douglas Macarthur (Ire)
(Galileo {Ire}). His MSP second dam Alluring Park (Ire) (Green
Desert) is kin to four black-type performers, headed by MG1SW
sire New Approach (Ire), out of G1SW British and Irish champion
Park Express (Ire) (Ahonoora {GB}). The homebred bay is a halfsister to a 2-year-old filly by Olympic Glory (Ire), a yearling colt
by Le Havre (Ire) and a 2019 colt by Shalaa (Ire). Click for the
Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
PRIX PANACEE - FONDS EUROPEEN DE L=ELEVAGE-Listed,
i52,000, Toulouse, 10-7, 3yo/up, f/m, 12fT, 2:29.80, gd.
1--ELIADE (FR), 120, f, 3, Teofilo (Ire)--Elodie (GB), by Dansili
(GB). 1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN. (i62,000 RNA Ylg >17 AROCT).
O-Riviera Equine SARL; B-E de Chambure & Riviera Equine
SARL (FR); T-Francois Rohaut; J-Francois-Xavier Bertras.
i26,000. Lifetime Record: 8-2-4-0, i80,550.
2--Think of Me (Ger), 120, f, 3, So You Think (NZ)--Tosia (Ger),
by Big Shuffle. (i32,000 ylg >17 BBASEP). O-Clear Light SAS.
i10,400.
3--Ambition (GB), 120, f, 3, Dubawi (Ire)--Talent (GB), by New
Approach (Ire). (75,000gns HRA >18 TATDEC). O-James Rowsell
& Steve Ashley. i7,800.
Margins: HF, HF, 3/4. Odds: 2.60, 2.70, 5.30.
Also Ran: Tresorerie (Fr), Semariya (Fr), Paravent (GB), Wessly
(Fr), Arcmania (Ire).
Runner-up in the for Listed Prix de la Seine at ParisLongchamp
May 4 and the Aug. 22 Listed Grand Prix de Clairefontaine either
side of a fourth placing in the G3 Prix de Royaumont at Chantilly
June 2, Eliade remained at her consistent best to clinch a first
black-type success here. In front briefly in the initial stages, the
bay tracked the pace under cover and came home strongly to
overhaul Think Of Me and Ambition in the final 50 metres.
The dam, who also has a filly foal by Almanzor (Fr), was bought
from George Strawbridge=s ranks for 52,000gns at the 2011
Tattersalls December Mares Sale.
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She is a daughter of the G3 Prix de Flore winner In Clover (GB)
(Inchinor {GB}), whose five-black-type winners include her
Group 1-winning full-sisters With You (GB) and We Are (Ire) and
her G1 Prix du Cadran-winning half-brother Call the Wind (GB)
(Frankel {GB}). This is also the family of the Hong Kong champion
stayer Dominant (Ire) (Cacique {Ire}), the G2 Lennox S.-winning
sire Es Que Love (Ire) (Clodovil {Ire}), the G2 Prix du Conseil de
Paris scorer Listen In (Ire) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) and the G1 Poule
d=Essai des Pouliches heroine Teppal (Fr) (Camacho {GB}). Click
for the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
1st-Compiegne, i34,000, Cond, 10-7, 2yo, 9fT, 1:54,
vsf.
NOBODY=S (FR) (c, 2, Vespone {Ire}--Lady Speedy {Ire}, by
Speedmaster {Ger}), who claimed a narrow verdict in his Aug.
20 debut going one mile at Vichy last time, tanked to the front
after breaking in rear here. Untroubled for the most part, the
26-5 chance was stoked up when threatened inside the final
quarter mile and kept on well for continued coaxing underneath
the stands= side rail to hold Glory Maker (Fr) (The Wow Signal
{Ire}) by 1 1/2 lengths. Half-brother to a yearling colt by Doctor
Dino (Fr) and a 2019 filly by Storm the Stars, he is one of two
scorers out of a granddaughter of Chile=s G1 Premio Arturo Lyon
Pena victress Exactly Red (Roy), herself a full-sister to G1 Gran
Premio Hipodromo Chile-winning sire As de Copas. Lifetime
Record: 2-2-0-0, i26,000. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O/T-Henri-Alex Pantall; B-Henri-Alex & Yvette Pantall
(FR).
3rd-Compiegne, i27,000, Mdn, 10-7, unraced 2yo, f, 7fT,
1:30.14, vsf.
SYRDARYA (FR) (f, 2, Invincible Spirit {Ire}--Siyenica {Fr}, by
Azamour {Ire}) settled off the pace under cover in mid division
for most of this unveiling. Easing into contention on the bridle in
the straight, the 14-5 favourite was shaken up for her challenge
approaching the final eighth and ridden out to deny Marbling
(GB) (Kingman {GB}) by a short neck on the line. Syrdarya, the
third foal and scorer produced by MGSP Listed Prix de Bagatelle
victress Siyenica (Fr) (Azamour {Ire}), is a half-sister to this year=s
G1 Prix Saint-Alary heroine Siyarafina (Fr) (Pivotal {GB}) and a
yearling colt by Golden Horn (GB). Siyenica, herself out of a
stakes-winning half to MG1SW sire Slickly (Fr) (Linamix {Fr}), is
kin to three black-type performers headed by G1 Prix Jean-Luc
Lagardere-winning sire Siyouni (Fr) (Pivotal {GB}) and MG1SW
distaffer Siyouma (Ire) (Medicean {GB}). Lifetime Record:
1-1-0-0, i13,500. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
1ST-TIME STARTER. O-H H The Aga Khan; B-H H The Aga Khan=s
Studs SC (FR); T-Alain de Royer-Dupre.
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2nd-Compiegne, i27,000, Mdn, 10-7, unraced 2yo, c/g, 7fT,
1:30.59, vsf.
YOKER (FR) (c, 2, Manduro {Ger}--Nova Luz {GB}, by Divine
Light {Jpn}) edged right exiting the outside gate and was soon
stalking the pace under a firm hold in second. Fanning wide into
the straight, the 93-10 chance was rowed along passing the two
pole and kept on resolutely under increased urging in the latter
stages to deny Celestin (Fr) (Dabirsim {Fr}) by 3/4-of-a-length in
the dying strides. Becoming the fourth scorer from as many
runners produced by a winning granddaughter of G1 Prix du
Cadran heroine Mercalle (Fr) (Kaldoun {Fr}), the January-foaled
bay is kin to Listed Criterium du Languedoc third Ecrin des
Bieffes (Fr) (Shakespearean {Ire}), a yearling filly by Olympic
Glory (Ire) and a 2019 filly by Dream Ahead. Sales history:
i65,000 Ylg >18 OSLATE. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, i13,500.
Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
1ST-TIME STARTER. O-Finn Blichfeldt; B-Marc Bridoux (FR); T-Pia
Brandt.
2nd-Toulouse, i18,000, Mdn, 10-7, 2yo, 6fT, 1:14.50, gd.
OUTBURST (GB) (f, 2, Outstrip {GB}--Daidoo {Ire}, by
Shamardal), runner-up on debut at Mont-de-Marsan Sept. 7,
broke well and tanked along in front. Stretching her rivals from
the top of the straight, the 29-10 shot was kept up to her work
to score with a degree of comfort by 3/4 of a length from
Kendiss (Fr) (Kendargent {Fr}) and become the 14th winner for
her freshman sire (by Exceed And Excel {Aus}). The unraced
dam, who is a half-sister to the German listed-winning and
group-placed Abraxa (Ire) (Verglas {Ire}), also has the yearling
filly Gran Via (Ire) (Twilight Son {GB}). Sales history: i25,000
RNA Ylg >18 ARAUG; i45,000 2yo >19 ARMAY. Lifetime Record:
2-1-1-0, i12,200. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-David Redvers; B-R Stockli & M Wurtenberger (GB); T-Francois
Rohaut.
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IN UNITED STATES:
Sistercharlie (Ire), m, 5, Myboycharlie (Ire)BStarlet=s Sister (Ire),
by Galileo (Ire). Belmont Park, 10-6, GI Flower Bowl S. ($501k),
1 1/4mT, 2:02.21. B-Ecurie Des Monceaux (Ire). *€12,000 Ylg
>15 AR15. **Ch. Turf Female-US. ***2 to Sottsass (Fr) (Siyouni
{Fr}), G1SW-Fr, $1,093,257; and My Sister Nat (Fr)
(Acclamation {GB}), GSW-Fr, $118,972.

WINNERS BY EUROPEAN SIRES
IN JAPAN:
Battle Spirits (Jpn), g, 5, Sea The Stars (Ire)--Ballroom (Ire), by
Storm Cat. Tokyo, 10-6, Plate Race, 8f. Lifetime Record:
18-3-4-5, $451,402. O-Hidetoshi Yamamoto; B-Mitsuishi
Kawakami Farm (Jpn); T-Kazuo Fujisawa. *¥30,000,000 Wlg >14
JRHJUL.
JAPANESE GROUP RACES B2019
Date

Race

Track

Oct. 13
Oct. 14
Oct. 19
Oct. 20
Oct. 26

Shuka Sho (G1)
Fuchu Himba S. (G2)
Fuji S. (G3)
Kikuka Sho (G1)
Artemis S. (G3)
Swan S. (G2)
Tenno Sho (Autumn) (G1)
Keio Hai Nisai S. (G2)
Fantasy S. (G3)
Copa Republica Argentina (G2)
Miyako S.(G3)
Musashino S. (G3)
Daily Hai Nisai S. (G2)
Queen Elizabeth Ii Cup (G1)
Fukushima Kinen (G3)
Tokyo Sports Hai Nisai S. (G3)
Mile Championship (G1)
Radio Nikkei Hai Kyoto Nisai S. (G3)

Kyoto
Tokyo
Tokyo
Kyoto
Tokyo
Kyoto
Tokyo
Tokyo
Kyoto
Tokyo
Kyoto
Tokyo
Kyoto
Kyoto
Fukushima
Tokyo
Kyoto
Kyoto

Oct. 27
Nov. 2
Nov. 3
Nov. 9
IN JAPAN:
Burringurrah (Ire), g, 5, Fastnet Rock (Aus)--Sweet Dreams Baby
(Ire), by Montjeu (Ire). Tokyo, 10-5, Motosuko Tokubetsu,
12fT. Lifetime Record: 13-4-1-1, $535,327. O-Carrot Farm;
B-Barronstown Stud (Ire); T-Noriyuki Hori. *€85,000 Wlg >14
GOFNOV.

Nov. 10
Nov. 16
Nov. 17
Nov. 23

SALES STATISTICS
Leading 2019 Sires of Yearlings
by cumulative average price for stallions standing in Europe
Rank

Name

FYr

Loc

2016 Fee

Ring

Sold

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Galileo (Ire)
Dubawi (Ire)
Frankel (GB)
Kingman (GB)
Dansili (GB)
Siyouni (Fr)
Sea the Stars (Ire)
Invincible Spirit (Ire)
Dark Angel (Ire)
Le Havre (Ire)
Lope de Vega (Ire)
No Nay Never
Danon Ballade (Jpn)
Shalaa (Ire)
Teofilo (Ire)

F03
F07
F14
F16
F02
F12
F11
F04
F09
F11
F12
F16
F16
F18
F09

Ire
Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng
Fr
Ire
Ire
Ire
Fr
Ire
Ire
Ity
Fr
Ire

Private
250,000
125,000
55,000
65,000
45,000
125,000
120,000
65,000
60,000
50,000
17,500
5,000
27,500
40,000

18
6
12
28
1
34
30
11
49
17
25
38
1
44
10

16
6
12
23
1
29
28
10
36
11
22
33
1
38
8

Avg
$882,498
$698,530
$489,123
$309,365
$255,093
$234,099
$221,699
$192,147
$172,883
$168,388
$167,300
$133,299
$132,038
$128,739
$125,971

Median
$665,548
$582,730
$374,883
$244,002
$255,093
$244,002
$175,455
$125,527
$98,713
$110,910
$130,994
$87,194
$132,038
$94,461
$69,298

Leading 2019 Freshmen Sires of Yearlings
by cumulative average price for stallions standing in Europe
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Name
Shalaa (Ire)
The Gurkha (Ire)
Protectionist (Ger)
Awtaad (Ire)
Dariyan (Fr)
Territories (Ire)
Harzand (Ire)
New Bay (GB)
Fascinating Rock (Ire)
Mehmas (Ire)
Adaay (Ire)
The Last Lion (Ire)
Scissor Kick (Aus)
Twilight Son (GB)
Clovis Du Berlais (Fr)

Sire's Sire
Invincible Spirit (Ire)
Galileo (Ire)
Monsun (Ger)
Cape Cross (Ire)
Shamardal
Invincible Spirit (Ire)
Sea the Stars (Ire)
Dubawi (Ire)
Fastnet Rock (Aus)
Acclamation (GB)
Kodiac (GB)
Choisir (Aus)
Redoute's Choice (Aus)
Kyllachy (GB)
King's Theatre (Ire)

Loc
Fr
Ire
Ger
Ire
Fr
Eng
Ire
Ire
Ire
Ire
Eng
Ire
Fr
Eng
Eng

2016 Fee
27,500
25,000
6,500
15,000
8,000
12,000
15,000
20,000
10,000
12,500
7,000
12,000
10,000
10,000
2,250

Ring
44
38
9
29
7
34
19
35
13
75
38
20
12
53
1

Sold
38
27
6
23
3
29
14
27
13
62
30
16
11
40
1

Avg
$128,739
$82,165
$68,375
$63,828
$58,602
$50,085
$49,682
$45,910
$41,489
$39,654
$38,501
$33,649
$33,228
$32,146
$30,822

Median
$94,461
$31,769
$58,054
$34,213
$27,437
$35,459
$24,795
$34,877
$21,928
$26,355
$23,200
$24,438
$30,730
$24,509
$30,822

TO GENERATE OTHER TDN SALES STATISTICS LISTS, OR TO SEE A LIST OF SALES INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT,
VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/INSTA-TISTICS/

SIRE LISTS

Sponsored by

Leading Sires of 2-Year-olds by G1SWs
for stallions standing in Europe through Sunday, Oct. 6
Earnings represent worldwide figures, stud fees listed are 2019 fees.
Rank

Stallion

1

Shamardal
4
6
(2002) by Giant's Causeway Crops: 12
Galileo (Ire)
5
9
(1998) by Sadler's Wells Crops: 15
Zoffany (Ire)
1
6
(2008) by Dansili (GB) Crops: 5
Starspangledbanner (Aus) 1
3
(2006) by Choisir (Aus) Crops: 4
No Nay Never
5
8
(2011) by Scat Daddy Crops: 2
Siyouni (Fr)
3
7
(2007) by Pivotal (GB) Crops: 6
Cable Bay (Ire)
1
4
(2011) by Invincible Spirit (Ire) Crops: 1
Footstepsinthesand (GB) 2
2
(2002) by Giant's Causeway Crops: 11
Night of Thunder (Ire)
3
6
(2011) by Dubawi (Ire) Crops: 1
Dandy Man (Ire)
-5
(2003) by Mozart (Ire) Crops: 7
Lope de Vega (Ire)
3
5
(2007) by Shamardal Crops: 6
Wootton Bassett (GB)
2
5
(2008) by Iffraaj (GB) Crops: 5
Gleneagles (Ire)
3
5
(2012) by Galileo (Ire) Crops: 1
Kingman (GB)
4
7
(2011) by Invincible Spirit (Ire) Crops: 2
Kodiac (GB)
-5
(2001) by Danehill Crops: 10

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

BTW

BTH

GSW

GSH

G1SW

G1SH

Starters Wnrs

3
5
3
3
18
6
Stands: Kildangan Stud Ire Fee: Private
4
7
1
2
51 13
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: Private
1
5
1
1
67 18
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: i25,000
1
2
1
1
42 15
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: i17,500
3
6
-2
61 23
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: i100,000
2
6
-2
62 24
Stands: Haras de Bonneval Fr Fee: i100,000
1
2
--54 19
Stands: Highclere Stud Eng Fee: ,6,500
1
1
--43 12
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: i10,000
1
1
--37 25
Stands: Dalham Hall Stud Eng Fee: ,15,000
-1
--81 29
Stands: Ballyhane Stud Ire Fee: i12,500
2
4
--51 18
Stands: Ballylinch Stud Ire Fee: i80,000
-3
--40 14
Stands: Haras d'Etreham Fr Fee: i40,000
2
3
-1
46 17
Stands: Coolmore Stud Ire Fee: i30,000
1
7
--47 21
Stands: Banstead Manor Stud Eng Fee: ,75,000
-1
--100 33
Stands: Tally-Ho Stud Ire Fee: i65,000

Highest Earner

Earnings

408,537
1,144,379
Pinatubo (Ire)
248,549
886,832
Love (Ire)
286,720
660,908
Albigna (Ire)
211,039
420,421
Millisle (Ire)
149,146
725,951
Arizona (Ire)
124,427
605,767
Marieta (Fr)
148,560
602,609
King's Lynn (GB)
260,542
596,036
Threat (Ire)
138,589
579,587
Under The Stars (Ire)
59,975
508,131
Lord of The Lodge (Ire)
86,295
505,999
Lope Y Fernandez (Ire)
90,185
502,685
Helter Skelter (Fr)
105,872
478,064
Royal Dornoch (Ire)
68,168
466,428
Alligator Alley (GB)
29,578
458,653
Nurse Barbara (Ire)

FOR ALL TDN SIRE LISTSBINCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CROP-YEAR REPORTS--VISIT WWW.THETDN.COM/TDN-SIRE-STATS/
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SPOTLIGHT ON RARE
FILLY AT TATTS

should have won over seven furlongs and was flying at the
finish. It was a hot maiden race and Aidan really likes him. He
thinks he=ll be running in the Guineas Trial next year.@
Atlantic Jewel has since returned home to New South Wales
and has a positive test this season on her first cover to the
American Triple Crown winner Justify (USA). She was purchased
by the ownership syndicate, which also includes former
Australian Turf Club Chairman Lawrie Macri and
Newmarket-based vet Mathilde Texier, at the 2010 Magic
Millions Gold Coast Yearling Sale for $320,000 off the back of
the group=s earlier racing successes. They had previously owned
the G1 Thousand Guineas winner Irish Lights (Fastnet Rock) and
the G2 Reisling S. winner Hips Don=t Lie (NZ) (Stravinsky {USA}).

Guineas Heroine

A filly out of Atlantic Jewel | Baroda Stud

by Paul Vettise
Atlantic Jewel (Fastnet Rock) was a star during her racing days
in Australia and the multiple Group 1 winner is now poised to
make her mark in the ring when the first of her progeny to ever
be sold at public auction goes under the hammer in England this
week. Owned by a syndicate that includes the powerhouse
breeding and racing giant Coolmore, the mare was sent to
Ireland to begin her breeding career after a tendon injury had
forced her retirement in 2013.
Atlantic Jewel=s son Pacific Ocean (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) has been
a winner this year for champion trainer Aidan O=Brien while the
colt=s brother and stablemate Russian Emperor (Ire) placed in
his only appearance.
Now, the ownership syndicate will offer a full-sister in the
draft of Ireland=s Baroda Stud as lot 179 during the Book 1
session of Tattersalls October Yearling Sale.
AShe=s a beautiful filly, full of quality and with a great action.
She has no flaws,@ said David Cox, who owns and manages the
County Kildare nursery. AYou can=t keep them all and she=s a
very rare item as the only filly the mare has ever had so we=re
very excited.
AHer oldest brother has been a nice winner and Russian
Emperor was a very good third on debut at The Curragh. He

Atlantic Jewel was subsequently placed with trainer Mark
Kavanagh and won her first three starts before claiming the G1
Thousand Guineas, in which she downed four-time Group 1
winner Mosheen (Fastnet Rock), and the G2 Wakeful S. She was
then ranked as the world=s top-rated 3-year-old middle distance
filly. Her 4 and 5-year-old seasons were every bit as spectacular
and her unbeaten run continued with victories in the G1 All
Aged S. and the G1 Memsie S., with success in the G2 Sapphire
S. in between times. She added the G2 Stock S. to her
unblemished record before her streak was ended by the Sydney
Triple Crown winner Dundeel (NZ) in the 2013 G1 Underwood S.
The mare bounced back to claim the G1 Caulfield S. in what was
to be her final appearance and retired as the winner of 10 of her
11 starts. Cont. p2

Justify | Coolmore Australia
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Group 1 Family
A half-sister to the G1 Thousand Guineas winner Commanding
Jewel (Commands), Atlantic Jewel is a daughter of Regard
(Zabeel {NZ}), who is a half-sister to the dam of the dual Group 2
winner I Am Excited (I Am Invincible). The family has also made
an international impact with the third dam Pass The Peace (Ire)
(Alzao {USA}), the winner of the G1 Cheveley Park S., and a race
her daughter Embassy (GB) (Cadeaux Genereux {GB}) followed
up in. The family also includes the G1 Prix Maurice de Gheest
winner King=s Apostle (Ire) (King=s Best {USA}) and the G1
Turffontein Computaform Sprint winner Pacific Trader (SAf) (Sail
From Seattle {Can}).
ARegard was a remarkable broodmare and the pedigree is
very, very strong. It works in both Australia and Europe,@ Cox
said. AThey always wanted to have foals in both hemispheres.@

IN JAPAN:
Classic Cocoa (Aus), f, 2, Fastnet Rock (Aus)--Alberton Park (NZ)
(SW-Aus, $392,494), by Thorn Park (Aus). Kyoto, 10-5, Maiden
Race, 6fT. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $65,421. O-Kazumi
Yoshida; B-Kia Ora Stud Pty Ltd (NSW); T-Takayuki Yasuda.
*A$280,000 Ylg >19 MMLJAN.

Gilbert Delighted With Global Quest
Melbourne Plan for Melody Belle
Sargent Unearths Another Oaks Prospect
Tommy Berry Impressed With Pierata
Fastnet’s Prince Fawaz to Spell

DID YOU KNOW?
Vancouver (Medaglia d’Oro) was
tabbed as a “TDN Rising Star”
Visit the TDN Rising Stars section
on our website!
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